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Abstract 
 Development of reliable out-of-step protective relay logic for use in microprocessor 

relays that utilize conventional blinder technology.  Extensive relay lab testing via a custom 

battery of tests generated both synthetically and from real world captured fault data are used to 

determine if the proposed relay logic provides adequate and reliable protection during power 

swings on the electric power grid. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

 Protective relaying for the electric power system, like most of engineering, is an ever-

evolving field within electrical engineering for a variety of reasons; however, the purpose of 

protective relaying has remained the same since protective relays have been in use.  “The function 

of protective relaying is to cause the prompt removal from service of any element of a power 

system when it suffers a short circuit, or when it starts to operate in an abnormal manner that 

might cause damage or otherwise interfere with the effective operation of the rest of the system 

(Mason 1956).”   

 This thesis addresses a type of protective relaying known as out-of-step (OOS) and power 

swing block (PSB) relaying using conventional blinder technology for the Southwestern Public 

Service Company (SPS), which had a known OOS protection vulnerability that became apparent 

more and more over the 50+ years since the first SPS tie-line was connected to the Eastern 

Interconnection and commissioned (Jones 2015).   The goal of this project was to develop an 

OOS relaying protection scheme that adheres to the compliance regulations that were put in place 

by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and substantially increases the 

reliability of the OOS protection relaying that is required for interconnection tie-lines. 

 An OOS condition is a result of an unstable power swing on the power system.  A power 

swing is defined as, “a variation in three-phase power flow which occurs when the generator rotor 

angles are advancing or retarding relative to each other in response to changes in load magnitude 

and direction, line switching, loss of generation, faults, and other system disturbances 

(Committee, IEEE Power System Relaying Committee WG-D6 2005).” 

 There are other, new and effective methods of OOS protective relaying that are available 

in modern protective relays.  However, these methods are only available in new protective relays 

which aren’t always in-service in numerous locations that require OOS protection.  It is therefore 

essential to attempt to develop an OOS relaying philosophy or scheme that utilizes the 

conventional blinder technology to provide utility companies a reliable form of OOS protection 

with currently in-service equipment. 

 It is necessary to understand the basics and principles of what a power swing is in order 

to understand the concept of OOS protective relaying; therefore this thesis begins by explaining at 

a high level what a power swing is and why an unstable power swing is damaging to the power 
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system by using a reduced two machine power system to provide a basic explanation of what 

causes a power swing, specifically how three-phase shunt faults contribute to the cause of power 

swings, both stable and unstable.  This part of the thesis also explains the difference between a 

stable power swing and an unstable power swing and why it is critical to trip for an unstable 

power swing and maintain connection during a stable power swing.  After a brief overview of the 

power swing condition, there is a brief discussion of two of the more important concepts that 

underpin the understanding of the behavior of the power swing:  The Swing Equation and the 

Equal Area Criterion for stability.  These concepts are necessary to cover because these are the 

mathematical tools that modern software uses to simulate power swings as they describe the 

power swing phenomenon and are used to predict, given initial system conditions, whether a 

power swing remains stable or become unstable. 

 The thesis then discusses the fundamentals of relay power swing detection and 

objectives.  Many coordination issues are inherent in OOS relaying that conflict with line 

protection relaying, therefore there is a brief description of line relaying protection principles and 

how these line relaying techniques can conflict with OOS protective relaying.  The thesis then 

describes what the voltage and current profiles of a power swing look like using oscillographic 

event record figures and then discussing the damage an unstable power swing causes should it go 

uncorrected.  Power swing analysis and relay calculation for OOS protection are performed in the 

complex (R-X) impedance plane.  This section analyzes the typical power swing impedance 

profile in the R-X impedance plane which then leads to a discussion about the basics of power 

swing relaying and the intended functions while also covering the objectives and concerns that go 

along with OOS relaying.  Once an understanding is in place concerning the objectives and 

concerns; definitions of the important competing characteristics of protective relaying reliability 

are defined and discussed. 

 There has been a constant technical struggle at SPS to understand how to reliably protect 

the SPS system against unstable power swings while maintaining the in-service operation of the 

tie-lines that connect SPS to the Eastern Interconnect since the first SPS tie-line suffered its first 

OOS protection misoperation in 1964 (K. W. Jones 2015).  There were 11 tie-line trips between 

1983 and 1985 alone (K. W. Jones 2015).  There were two OOS relaying misoperations that 

occurred 1996 and 2008.  The misoperation in 1996 resulted in the most significant SPS system 

outage to ever occur, and the 2008 misoperation resulted in the shedding of 15% of the SPS load 

(K. W. Jones 2015).  In 2013 and 2016 there were two OOS relaying misoperations that occurred, 

the latter of which was the impetus for the commissioning of the work for this thesis.  Therefore, 
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there is a discussion of the 2016 OOS relaying misoperation including a detailed description of 

the 2016 OOS relay misoperation on the SPS system, an analysis of the 2016 OOS relay 

misoperation and an explanation of why the relay misoperated.  This part of the thesis looks at the 

misoperation report that was written by the engineer who was first assigned to this task and what 

recommendations were made by that engineer. Analysis of the recommended OOS relay 

protection logic which was provided within the misoperation analysis (referred to henceforth as 

the “inherited logic”) for the 2016 OOS event is performed as this logic is the starting point for 

this thesis. 

 The development of a solution to the SPS OOS protection vulnerability is discussed in 

the next section.  The first part of this section covers the calculation of the OOS blinders, the 

adjustments made to the field settings, and why these changes were made.  The majority of this 

section discusses the crux of this thesis work which is the logic settings that make up the OOS 

relay settings.  The inherited logic is analyzed in the context of how it was changed from the logic 

that is currently in the field and then is analyzed in the context of what problems and 

vulnerabilities were discovered in the inherited logic through thorough testing.  The solutions to 

the inherited OOS protection logic are presented, and then the final OOS protection logic is 

presented along with an analysis and explanation of each part of the final OOS protection logic. 

 The final protection logic is then tested thoroughly through a battery of 24 tests that were 

created to test each part of the finalized logic to verify that each part of the logic performs as 

designed.  This testing process includes the 2016 misoperation fault playback into the finalized 

OOS logic with both the old blinder settings as well as with the new blinder settings and each test 

listed in this section has the relay event oscillographic data for analysis along with a graphic 

impedance profile playback that visually shows the calculated relay impedance on the R-X 

impedance plane.  After the test analysis, a list of the known vulnerabilities and calculated 

tradeoffs are presented. Measures to mitigate these vulnerabilities are also submitted. 

 The final part of this thesis discusses the possible impact this work may have in the area 

of OOS protective relaying using conventional blinder technology from possible changes to the 

relay vendor firmware to having a direct impact on at least one current IEEE- Power System 

Relaying and Control Committee (PSRC) working group whose work is directly related to OOS 

relay protection using conventional blinder technology. 
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CHAPTER II 
Power Swings and the Out-of-Step Condition 

 A power swing is a result of instability in an AC power system.  There are many different 

symptoms of instability within a power system.  The power swing symptom of system instability 

is a result of two or more machines (i.e., generators and motors) losing frequency synchronism.  

This loss of synchronism is called falling “out-of-step.” 

 Figure 2.1is a representation of a simple two machine power system.  Where ES is the 

sending machine/motor/generator, XS is the sending machine source impedance, XL is the line 

impedance, ER is the receiving machine/motor/generator, and XR is the receiving machine source 

impedance.  This thesis is not concerned with the derivation of how the power transfer between 

ES and ER is derived.  However, it is important to know the equation that describes the power 

transmitted from the sending machine (ES) to the receiving machine (ER) to understand the 

underlying cause of the power system instability that is to be protected against as a work of this 

thesis.  The equation that describes the power transmitted from ES to ER is: 

𝑃𝑃 =
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 sin𝛿𝛿

𝑋𝑋
 (1) 

 Where δ is the phase difference (displacement angle) between the two voltage 

sources which is also the electrical angle between the machine rotors.  X is the total series 

impedance between the two machines (Kimbark 1948).  Equation (1) implies that the maximum 

power transfer from ES to ER is when δ is at 90 degrees (assuming the other factors are static).  

According to Kimbark, the system remains stable for a displacement angle between -90 degrees 

and 90 degrees, where the slope 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 is positive (note: if the δ is negative, power transfer is from ER 

to ES) and any displacement beyond δ = 90 degrees causes system instability.  Due to the stability 

threshold of δ = 90 degrees, the electrical power grid operation is operated at an angle δ << 90 

Figure 2.1: Two machine power system 
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degrees.  The reason for the operation of the power system with a δ << 90 degrees is because the 

power system is a dynamic system that is frequently exposed to changes in load as well system 

fault conditions. 

Shunt Faults Relation to the OOS 
 Shunt faults, specifically three-phase faults are the primary cause of power system 

instability.  There are two primary reasons that three-phase shunt faults are the most significant 

threat to instability in a power system.  The first reason can be inferred from Equation (1).  The 

most effective way to clear a fault on a power system is to open a set of circuit breakers at each 

end of the section of the transmission line that is faulted.  The opening of these circuit breakers 

effectively removes that section of transmission line momentarily which consequently increases 

the impedance between ES and ER.  Looking at Equation (1), if the impedance between the two 

machines is increased, either the total power transferred must drop, or δ must increase enough to 

compensate for the increase in X, and as δ moves closer to 90 degrees the system also moves 

closer to instability. 

 The more significant way in which a three-phase fault causes system instability requires 

an understanding of what occurs mechanically with the generator when the system is subjected to 

a three-phase fault.  When a three-phase fault occurs on a system (specifically a transmission 

line), it creates a short circuit to ground on all three-phases of the transmission system which 

drastically reduces the electrical load of that generator to a short circuit (which is effectively no 

electrical load) on that transmission line.  When this happens, the generator’s prime mover (rotor) 

accelerates due to the loss of load.  The acceleration of the rotor in the generator due to the torque 

applied on the side of the power system that is supplying the power increases the displacement 

angle between the sources for as long as the generator control system takes to identify the loss of 

load and implement the corrective action to decrease the rotor’s acceleration by reducing the 

amount of mechanical power to the rotor.  While the generator’s control system is managing the 

mechanical power input to the generator rotor, the fault is also being cleared by the protective 

elements on the faulted transmission line which changes the impedance between the system’s 

machines.  During this brief period (typically no more than 15 60 Hz cycles) two main 

contributing factors cause oscillation of the δ in the system:  The first cause of the displacement 

angle oscillation is that the generator has an enormous amount of inertia which cannot change 

instantaneously.  The presence of the inertia causes an overshoot of the new steady-state power 

system displacement angle as the rotor and control system settle into the new steady-state 

condition.  The second cause of the system displacement angle oscillation is the changing of 
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system steady-state displacement angle by the change in the system impedance between the 

generation sources.  The combination of these two factors leads to a system displacement angle 

oscillation that can be either stable or unstable.  The actual cause of the displacement angle 

increase is that the angular speed of the generator rotor provided power (ES in the simplified two 

machine system in Figure 2.1) increases because of the sudden decrease in electrical load.  While 

the angular velocity of ES is increasing, the angular velocity of the receiving machine (ER in 

Figure 2.1) is decreasing because it no longer receives power from ES.  “As the electrical power 

of both machines is decreased by the short circuit, while the mechanical power of both machines 

remains constant (before the control system responds), there is an accelerating torque on the 

generator (ES) and a retarding torque on the motor (ER).  Consequently, the generator speeds up, 

the motor slows down, and it is apparent that synchronism is lost unless the short circuit is 

quickly removed to restore synchronizing power between the machines before they have drifted 

too far apart in angle and speed (Kimbark 1948).” 

Power Transfer and the Power Curve 

 Figure 2.2 shows a power curve and three critical points on the power curve during a 

power swing.  The first point on the graph is the pre-fault steady state displacement angle.  After 

the fault occurs on the transmission line, the displacement angle increases with the rotor’s angular 

Figure 2.2: Three-phase fault effect on power transfer 
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velocity and accelerates when the circuit breakers open, the line is taken off the power system, 

and a new steady-state displacement angle (point 3) is established.  The acceleration of the 

generator rotor due to the inertia and accelerating torque causes the displacement angle to pass 

the new steady-state angle (point 3) to the maximum displacement angle (point 2). 

 During a stable power swing, the displacement angle exhibits a damped oscillation 

around the new steady-state displacement angle until settling at the new displacement angle.  

While the displacement angle settles about the new steady-state, the faulted line is cleared of the 

fault and put back in service thereby moving the displacement angle back to point 1.  Figure 2.3 is 

a graph plotting displacement angle (rotor angle) against time during a stable power swing. 

 An unstable power swing is identical in behavior to the stable power swing except instead 

of the overshoot angle staying within the stable region of the power transfer curve, the overshoot 

Figure 2.3 Stable power swing rotor angle vs. time (K. W. Jones 2015) 

Figure 2.4: Unstable power swing rotor angle vs. time (K. W. Jones 2015) 
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angle increases at least past the maximum power transfer angle of 90 degrees.  In some instances, 

when the displacement angle advances past 90 degrees the system in unrecoverable.  Rarely does 

system stability recover if the displacement angle pushes past 120 degrees. As the displacement 

angle advances past 120 degrees during an unstable power swing, the swing slips a pole when the 

angle passes 180 degrees (K. W. Jones 2015).  Figure 2.4 shows a graph of the displacement 

angle versus time for an unstable power swing. 

The Swing Equation Overview 
 There are entire books and chapters of books written on power system stability, power 

swings and the OOS condition.  The purpose of this work is not to explain the phenomena of the 

power swing and the OOS condition in detail, however there is a need for a base of understanding 

about the subject to grasp the work of the thesis, which is to protect a power system from the 

effects of unstable power swings caused by generation sources “walking” OOS.  There are two 

concepts that govern understanding of the power swing.  The first is where all commercial 

transient stability calculation software is derived, and that is “The Swing Equation.”  There are 

chapters of books written on this equation.  The purpose of the swing equation is to determine, 

given power system initial conditions and subsequent fault conditions, how the system 

displacement angle drifts/advances (typically measured in Hz).  The references used for this work 

are “Power System Analysis and Design (Glover, Overbye and Sarma, Power System Analysis 

and Design 2015)” and “Power System Stability (Kimbark 1948).”  “The Swing Equation is a 

differential equation describing the motion of each machine of a system (Kimbark 1948).” The 

Swing Equation is: 

𝑀𝑀
𝑑𝑑2𝛿𝛿
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2

= 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢 = 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎  (2) 

 Where M is the inertia constant of the machine, δ is still the displacement angle, Pi is the 

machine shaft power input, Pu is the electrical power output, and Pa is the accelerating power, 

which is the difference between input and output power (Kimbark 1948).  The Swing Equation 

applies to each machine in a power system. From the Swing Equation, a plot of the swing curve 

can be produced based on the pre-fault and post-fault conditions as well as how long the system is 

exposed to the fault (i.e., how long it takes the protection system to clear the fault).  Figures 2.3 

and 2.4 are examples of stable and unstable swing curves respectively.   To extrapolate the Swing 

Equation to the multiple machines in a system leads to a system of differential equations where 

the formal solution is not possible or feasible (Kimbark 1948), for this reason, numerical solution 

techniques are used to solve the swing equation in system stability software.  The Swing Equation 

is critical in system stability studies.  The system stability calculations for this work were 
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performed using the program Computer Aided Protection Engineering (CAPE).  SPS maintains a 

system database inside CAPE that allows system stability studies to the extent that the calculation 

of power swing trajectories yields results that are consistent with what has been observed from 

recorded system data during actual power swings. 

The Equal Area Criterion Overview 
 The second fundamental concept that is import to the understanding of the power swing 

and power system stability is the Equal Area Criterion for Stability or just the Equal Area 

Criterion.  The Equal Area Criterion is used to determine if a power swing is stable or unstable.  

“In a two-machine system, assuming no damping and constant voltage behind the transient 

reactance, the angle between the machines either increases indefinitely (Figure 4) or, after all 

disturbances have occurred and are cleared, oscillates with a constant amplitude (Figure 2.3 with 

damping reduces the oscillation amplitude with time) (Kimbark 1948).” The Equal Area Criterion 

is a method to calculate whether a power swing, because of a system disturbance, results in a 

stable or unstable power swing without calculating the swing curve form the Swing Equation.  

W.A. Elmore has a great and succinct description of the Equal Area Criterion, “The criterion 

simply states that the integral of decelerating power with respect to torque angle must equal the 

integral of accelerating power with respect to the torque angle in order for transient stability to be 

retained, when a large disturbance occurs (Elmore 1991).”  This thesis does not explain the theory 

behind the Equal Area Criterion. The Equal Area Criterion is explained in depth in any book 

written on power system stability.  Recommended resources for further reading on the Equal Area 

Criterion are, Chapter 4 in “Power System Stability, Volume I (Kimbark 1948)” and chapter 11 

section 3 in “Power System Analysis and Design (Glover, Overbye and Sarma, Power System 

Analysis and Design 2015)”, and “The Fundamentals of Out-of-Step Relaying (Elmore 1991).”  

This is another way that power engineering software helps engineers determine the maximum 

power transfer of a transmission line while accounting for a maximum fault clearing time.  The 

equal area criterion is used by CAPE to determine the maximum displacement angle between two 

machines (i.e., a two-machine model being a reduced from a larger system model) before the 

power swing becomes unstable resulting in a pole-slip resulting in an unrecoverable unstable 

power swing that requires system separation and islanding until the two systems can be 

resynchronized and reconnected.  The calculation of this maximum displacement angle is a 

critical part of the OOS protective relay settings necessary to protect a power system against 

unstable power swings. 
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CHAPTER III 

Relay Power Swing Detection Fundamentals and Objectives 
 It is necessary to understand how the protective relays interpret the OOS condition.  

Therefore, a brief description of how these protective relays operate is covered here. 

Line Relay Protection Principles Basic Overview 

 Protective relaying for power swings and OOS conditions at SPS is implemented on high 

voltage (HV) transmission lines from 115 kV to 345 kV.  The primary type of protective device 

used to protect HV transmission lines is a transmission line protection relay.  Transmission line 

protection relays primarily protect the transmission system from shunt faults that may occur on 

the specific transmission line for which they are commissioned to protect.  The central part of the 

primary protection scheme used to protect the transmission lines on the transmission system is 

distance relaying.  Distance relaying measures the transmission line’s voltage and current through 

voltage and current transformers (VTs and CTs respectively) which are converted into impedance 

through Ohm’s Law.  Setting the relay requires the impedance (magnitude and angle) of the line 

and the maximum load current (do not want to trip on load). Using these data and measurements, 

the relay “plots” observed system impedance on the R-X impedance plane.  The concepts behind 

Figure 3.1: R-X impedance plane with mho protection circles 

1 

2 
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distance relay protection are straightforward.  Figure 3.1 is a graphical representation of what the 

protection relay “sees” as it monitors the transmission line voltages and currents.  In Figure 5, the 

transmission line is represented by the black line starting from the origin at approximately 80 

degrees from the R-axis. The two circles are the zone 1 and zone 2 line protection mho circles. 

Point number 1 is a typical location where normal system resistive load would plot on the R-X 

impedance plane.  Point number 2 in Figure 3.1 is where the relay calculates the impedance it 

sees during a shunt fault that occurs approximately 65% of the distance between the two line 

terminals.  The basic concept of distance line protection is as follows: when the calculated relay 

impedance is inside one of the distance elements, the relay sends a trip signal to the line circuit 

breaker to clear the fault.  This basic overview of distance line protection is necessary to cover 

because this is the same basic concept that these protection relays use to determine when a power 

swing occurs 

Voltage and Current Profiles during a Power Swing 
A useful visual aid to illustrate why an unstable power swing is dangerous to a power system is to 

look at the voltage and current profiles that occur during a power swing, specifically an unstable 

power swing.  Figure 3.2 on page 12 is a screen capture of a waveform that is produced by one of 

the relays that were used for the testing process of this thesis.  Figure 6 shows the current and 

voltage profile for a three-phase system during an unstable power swing.  As seen in Figure 6, the 

voltages and currents on the power system fluctuate significantly during an unstable power swing. 

The voltages and currents in Figure 3.2 show an unstable power swing that goes through two 

pole-slips, meaning the displacement angle makes two full rotations of 360 degrees.  The scope of 

view for this oscillographic is scaled out to be able to see the profile of the voltage and current 

swings.  The top waveforms are A, B, and C phase currents overlaid on one another and, the 

bottom waveforms are A, B, and C phase voltages overlaid on each other.  The voltages and 

currents during an unstable power swing combined with the impedance seen by the line relay 

combine to produce what a power swing looks like in the R-X plane. 

Power Swings in the R-X Impedance Plane 
 To understand what the power swing profile looks like in the R-X impedance plane, it is 

useful to know how the power swing profile can vary depending on the equivalent source 

magnitudes relative to one another as the relay continually calculates the impedance at that 

specific location within the power system. 
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 The magnitude of the impedance calculated by the protective relay is governed by 

Equation (3) below.  Reference Figure 2.1 two machine system diagram where Z replaces X as 

the impedance between the two machines is complex and not just reactive. 

𝑍𝑍 = 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠
𝐼𝐼

= 𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆∠𝑑𝑑

𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆∠𝑑𝑑−𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅
− 𝑍𝑍𝑆𝑆  (3) (Fischer, et al. 2012)� 

 ZT is the total system impedance between ES and ER.  Figure 3.3 shows the impedance 

profile of a power swing as the displacement angle advances.  When the two sources of the 

reduced two source system are of equal voltage magnitude, the impedance swing path follows the 

straight orange line, and the impedance can be calculated using equation (4) below.  Note that if 

the line terminal the relay is protecting (ES in this case) is exporting power to ER, the power 

swings from right to left and vice versa if the terminal is importing power from ER. 

𝑍𝑍𝑆𝑆 = 𝑍𝑍𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
2

�1 − 𝑗𝑗 cot �𝑑𝑑
2
�� − 𝑍𝑍𝑅𝑅 (4) (Fischer, et al. 2012)� 

 There are system conditions where |ES| > |ER| and where |ES| < |ER|. In the case where ES 

≠ ER, the system power swing profile either follows the upper orange line or the low orange line.  

The ratio |ES|/|ER| is represented by “n”.  The swing profile follows the upper orange line if n > 1. 

The swing profile follows the bottom orange line in Figure 3.3 if n < 1.  When δ = 180 degrees, 

ES and ER are considered out-of-step and the voltage between the two sources on the transmission 

line that connects them is zero at a specific location between the sources, which is termed the 

Figure 3.2: Voltage and current profile of an unstable power swing 
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electrical center between the two sources.  The red line from the line relay to the location on the 

line upper curved line (n > 1) is the magnitude of the impedance the relay observes from its 

location. 

 The observed impedance of the relay plots somewhere on the protected line for a fault on 

the relay protected transmission line.  It can be seen here where there are protection issues as the 

observed impedance falls inside the relay’s distance zones of protection.  This is a critical 

coordination issue that is considered in OOS relaying and is addressed later in this thesis.  It is 

desirable to not trip for a phase distance element during a power swing because there could be 

severe damage to the protective equipment, specifically the circuit breakers, due to the extreme 

voltages across breaker contacts and large currents that occur during a power swing. 

Figure 3.3: Relay impedance profile of an unstable power swing 
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Power Swing Relaying Protection Basic Functions 
 Power swing relaying can be broken down into three distinct functions for this thesis.  

More power swing relay functions may be used.  However, this project used three.  The three 

OOS relaying functions that are used in the solution to the problem to be solved are listed below: 

 Power Swing Blocking (PSB) – PSB is a function of OOS relaying that is used to prevent 

normal relay tripping elements from operating during a transient power swing.  In this thesis, the 

elements that are blocked from initiating a trip signal are the distance elements of the relay 

protection scheme (Elmore 1991). 

 Out-of-step reclose blocking (OSRB) – According to Elmore, high speed reclosing after 

tripping for an OOS event is a “futile exercise (Elmore 1991).”  The reason high speed reclosing 

for tripping for an OOS condition is not practical because of the very nature of the OOS 

Figure 3.4: OOS blinders with mho circles 
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condition.  If a trip is issued for an OOS condition, the connected systems are unsynchronized and 

high-speed reclosing would not solve the problem.  Therefore, before reclosing after an OOS trip, 

synchronization between the sources must be obtained. 

 Out-of-step tripping (OST) – Desired OOS tripping is to be issued when a separation of 

systems is needed because no other relay tripping elements are in place to determine when two 

systems need to be separated due to walking too far out-of-step.  OST is issued when the OOS 

relaying scheme determines there is an OOS condition which, by definition is an unstable power 

swing and is unrecoverable without system separation and is unrecoverable without separation 

and resynchronizing the systems. 

Power Swing Relaying Protection Basic Objectives and Concerns 
 The power swing phenomenon is a relatively slow oscillation of voltage angles between 

two sources (Anderson 1999).  An unstable power swing event involves a slowly advancing 

displacement angle (very rarely above 2.5 Hz).  Since it is undesirable to trip on a distance 

element during a power swing, another type of impedance element is used to determine if a power 

swing condition is present on the protected transmission line.  The elements that are used by SPS 

to detect the power swing are resistance and reactance “blinders.”  Figure 3.4 shows the phase 

distance elements and the blinders that are used for OOS relay protection in the R-X impedance 

plane of the specific transmission line that is protected for this thesis work.  The OOS relay 

philosophy at SPS before this thesis utilized an outer blinder and an inner blinder for OOS relay 

protection.  This thesis used that same basic use of blinders for the new protection scheme.  As 

seen in Figure 8, the OOS blinders are wider on resistance axis (Re-axis) and significantly longer 

in the reactance axis (Im-axis) compared to the distance protection elements.  As stated above, the 

power swing is a slow-moving swing in the R-X plane while the observed impedance during a 

shunt fault moves virtually instantly to a locus plotted directly on the line impedance represented 

by the short black line in Figure 8.  Given that there is a significant time difference between a 

shunt fault impedance rate of change inside the OOS blinders and the distance circles; time is a 

critical parameter that is used to distinguish between a shunt fault condition and a power swing 

condition.  A list of objectives for desirable OOS protective relaying characteristics is listed 

below: 

• Trip for an unstable power swing at the correct location on the R-X plane 

• Block all other protective relay elements from tripping during a power swing (stable or 

unstable) provided there are no shunt faults on the protected line 
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• Do not trip for a stable power swing 

• Trip for all shunt faults on the protected line during a power swing 

• Do not issue a trip for OST when the connected systems are not out-of-step 

 This list of objectives must be met for all system conditions for all system events that 

occur on the transmission line which the protective relay is responsible.  Before this thesis 

project, the transmission lines that required OOS protection had an OOS protection scheme that 

was inadequate for meeting all these objectives and resulted in at least two misoperations that 

included issuing OOS trips for system conditions when there were no power swings present on 

the system.  The last misoperation in March of 2016 was the catalyst for SPS to implement a new 

OOS protection philosophy. 

Federal Requirement for Power Swing Relaying and Reliability 
 In August 2013 the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) issued a 

report, “Protection System Response to Power Swings (System Protection and Control 

Subcommittee 2013).”  The list of desired OOS relay protection responses above is derived in 

part from the 2013 NERC report.  Under Appendix B in this report the desired response of 

protective relays is detailed as follows: 

“A transmission line protection system is required to detect line faults and trip appropriately. This 
applies during swing conditions where, in addition, the following also applies: 

a) If the power swing is stable, from which the system will recover, a line protection should 
not operate because the unnecessary loss of lines could exacerbate the power swing to the 
extent that a stable swing becomes unstable. Hence, in this case, the relevant protections 
should be set to not operate on detection of a power swing. This may be achievable by 
selection of the protection system operating characteristics and settings, or may require 
dedicated logic to block operation. 

b)  If the power swing is unstable, also referred to as an out‐of‐step condition, separation at 
predetermined locations is desirable, as previously mentioned. To this end, line protection 
systems that should not trip on the out‐of-step condition should be blocked, while 
protection systems on lines that have been identified as the desired separation points 
should have out‐of‐step tripping capability. 

The blocking requirements set out in (a) and (b) above create a condition where if an internal 
fault occurs during the power swing, the line protection is unable to perform its protection 
function unless the blocking is removed. The challenge is the manner in which the blocking can 
be reliably removed. Methods that have been used to address this condition are discussed in the 
IEEE Power System Relaying Committee Working Group WG D6 report, Power Swing and Out‐
of‐Step Considerations on Transmission Lines, July 2005 (System Protection and Control 
Subcommittee 2013).” 
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 According to the NERC desired response, the list of desired relay operation concerning 

power swing conditions listed in the previous section meets the desired response expectations 

given by NERC. 

OOS Relay Protection Scheme Reliability: Dependability vs. Security 
 The reliability of a power swing protection scheme has two competing facets that create 

tradeoffs in the protection scheme that cannot be avoided: Dependability and security.  Electric 

power providers need to provide reliable energy to their customers and should not cut off power 

supplied to the customers unless absolutely necessary.  Security then, in the context of power 

swing protection is defined as, “to prevent undesired operation during stable power swings 

(System Protection and Control Subcommittee 2013).”  Power swing protection relaying must 

also be dependable when it comes to a correct operation during an unstable power swing as the 

consequences of failure to separate systems that are out-of-step is catastrophic and has caused 

many power blackouts in the past in many different parts of the country including the SPS area of 

customer service in the Texas Plains and the Texas Panhandle.  Therefore, “it is desirable to 

provide a means to separate the system in the event of an unstable power swing (System 

Protection and Control Subcommittee 2013).” 

 As mentioned above, security and dependability are competing objectives in certain areas 

of power swing protection relaying.  The NERC “Protection System Response to Power Swings” 

provides guidance that dependability should outweigh security should the two conflict in power 

swing protection relaying.  The main reasoning is as follows, “For an unstable power swing, a 

failure to trip will result in portions of the system slipping poles against each other and resultant 

increased equipment stress and an increased probability of system collapse... In theory tripping a 

circuit for a stable power swing may lead to cascade tripping of power system circuits; however, 

analysis of historical events supports that the probability of undesirable system performance is 

less than for a failure to trip for an unstable swing. (System Protection and Control Subcommittee 

2013).”  The protection scheme and new OOS relaying philosophy created for this thesis adhere 

to this recommendation by NERC. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Motivation for a New Power Swing Protection Philosophy at SPS 

Description of the OOS Relay Misoperation on the SPS System 
 On March 24, 2016, a single line to ground (SLG) fault occurred on a transmission line 

belonging to an interconnecting entity with the SPS power system.  The interconnecting entity 

correctly tripped to clear the SLG fault on their system, however, before the fault was cleared, the 

SPS relay at an interconnecting terminal incorrectly interpreted the event as an unstable power 

swing and an OST element asserted a trip command to the circuit breaker which caused an 

undesirable OST during a system condition that that was stable. 

Analysis of the OOS Relay Misoperation 

 A study of the misoperation of the OOS protection scheme was performed by an engineer 

who previously worked in the SPS System Protection Engineering (SPE) group.  Initial 

investigation of this event was inconclusive as to what caused the misoperation because the 

element that caused the misoperation was not included in the elements reported in the relay event 

record.  The oscillographic event file captured from the relay was then used in a lab relay of the 

same type to determine what element was responsible for tripping the breaker. 

Figure 4.1: SEL-421 relay report for the 2016 misoperation, lab playback (Campbell 2016) 
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 The results from the testing lab playback of the event with modified event report triggers 

produced the results in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.  Figure 4.1 is the oscillographic data playback 

performed in the relay testing lab from the misoperation in 2016 that shows the unwanted trip of 

the protected line as a result of faulty OOS protection relay settings.  Figure 4.1 shows a clear 

single line to ground (SLG) (Phase C to ground) shunt fault.  The digital outputs at the bottom of 

Figure 4.1 show the relay impedance entered the outer blinder (X7ABC) at 6.75 cyc and it 

clipped the inner blinder (X6ABC) at 8.5 cyc, and the relay issued a trip command due to the 

assertion of OST as the impedance left the outer blinder.  This is not a correct OOS relay 

operation as this is not a power swing, but a SLG fault on a transmission line on the system of an 

interconnecting entity. 

 Figure 4.1 is a fault playback in CAPE that plots the location of the fault on the R-X 

plane with the mho phase distance protection elements.  The line impedance is represented by the 

straight black line starting from the origin of the R-X plane.  The zone 1 ground distance element 

(Z1G) reaches 80% of the protected line, and the zone 2 ground distance element (Z2G) reaches 

Figure 4.2: Fault plot from 2016 with ground distance mho circles (Campbell 2016) 
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125% of the protected line impedance.  The red ‘x” at the top of Figure 4.1 is a plot of the fault 

impedance from data recorded by the SEL-421 relay which is not within the Z1G or Z2G reach 

and is past the relay’s zone of protection (i.e., the length of the line). 

 Figure 4.3is the fault playback of the observed relay impedance overlaid with the inner 

and outer blinders of the in-field relay settings.  The figure is zoomed in on the fault location 

because the fault location occurred at the very edge of the blinder’s reactive reach limits (which is 

consistent with a SLG fault profile).  

 The fault playback of the impedance shows the fault starts above the OOS blinders, 

enters through the top outer reactance blinder, dwells just outside of the inner blinder, then just 

clips the inner blinder before exiting both the inner and outer blinders.  Notice from Figure 4.1 

that this entire event occurs in less than 6 cyc. 

 The impedance profile seen here is typical of a SLG fault on a transmission line.  What 

made this event unique from a protective relaying point of view is that the fault impedance of the 

fault on the line on the interconnecting neighbor’s system could look like a power swing if the 

Figure 4.3: Fault impedance playback from 2016 misoperation 
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only protection against an unwanted OOS trip for a condition other than an unstable power swing 

is the use of OOS blinders.  There are timers that are associated with the OOS protection scheme 

that were in place at the time this event occurred.  However, the relay still misoperated due to 

inadequate OOS protection logic. 

Misoperation Report Conclusions and Recommendations from Previous Engineer 
 The misoperation report written by the previous engineer concluded that the OOS 

protection settings in place had multiple vulnerabilities concerning issuing an OOS trip for other 

than unstable power swings.  The following is a list of vulnerabilities and causes of those 

vulnerabilities that were identified as a result of the misoperation report investigation: 

• Blocking of distance elements during an OOS event was intended in the protection 

scheme: this was not adequately being implemented.  Testing revealed that the relay word 

bit that enables the OSTI (incoming out-of-step tripping) relay bit was the incorrect value 

which prevents the blocking of distance elements of the OOS protection scheme 

(Campbell 2016). 

• The relay word bit OSTO (outgoing out-of-step tripping) would assert after the swing 

leaves the inner blinder after the Z1P or Z2P elements assert.  This is undesirable as it 

would lead to an OOS trip assertion for a stable system condition (Campbell 2016). 

• The event report concluded that “the root cause of this event cannot be corrected with the 

relays currently in-service (Campbell 2016).” The conclusion recommended an upgrade 

to the relays at the locations in the SPS system that requires OOS protection (29 relay 

locations total).  The cost of one relay upgrade is approximately $50k-100k.  At each 

relay location there are primary and secondary relays that may need to be replaced.  

 The conclusion of this event report and recommendation of new relays at each 

transmission line terminal requiring OOS protection would involve a substantial investment of 

capital in both hardware and operations and maintenance labor to produce relay settings for all 

the locations that need OOS protection. 
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CHAPTER V 

Development of a Solution to the OOS Protection Vulnerability 
 The reason for the commissioning of this thesis work is derived from the vulnerability 

that was identified in the misoperation report.  This first goal of this thesis is to develop an OOS 

protection philosophy for SPS with existing relay equipment that meets all OOS protection 

requirements.  If this is not possible with the existing relay equipment, develop the most robust 

OOS protection philosophy possible with the existing equipment that will be implemented until 

newer relay technology is purchased and commissioned.  The author believes that the OOS 

protection philosophy proposed as a result of this thesis work, which is currently in service at 

SPS, is robust enough to recommend that no new relays be purchased to maintain acceptable 

OOS relay protection.  This section of the thesis attempts to prove how this relay philosophy is 

robust enough to recommend that there is no need for expenditure of resources to upgrade the 

OOS protection on the SPS power system in New Mexico and Texas. 

Proposed, Accepted, and In-service OOS Relay Protection Philosophy 
 When the work for this thesis began, a previous engineer had developed a new, 

temporary OOS protection philosophy for SPS.  The engineer accepted a position elsewhere, and 

before departing, handed the work off to another engineer and provided guidance concerning this 

project.  Before this engineer’s departure, another engineer, Kevin W. Jones, in the SPS SPE 

department was part of the team that was tasked with finding a solution to this OOS relaying 

vulnerability at SPS.  Kevin W. Jones is a Consulting Engineer with a Texas P.E. license at SPS 

in the SPE department. 

 The changes that were made to the OOS protection philosophy can be broken down into 

two distinct sections.  The first section is the recalculation of the OOS blinders.  This section is a 

relatively simple, but effective change.  The second section covers the internal logic and timers 

that make up the central part of this work.  This thesis shows that in order to develop a robust 

OOS relaying philosophy it was necessary to bypass every part of the relay’s built-in OOS 

detection software and design a custom logic solution that adheres to the requirement put forth by 

NERC in their report, “Protection System Response to Power Swings” (i.e., trip for an unstable 

power swing and block tripping for any non-unstable power system condition) for any system 

condition. 

OOS Blinder Calculations and Adjustments 
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 The first component of the failed settings that was addressed was the OOS blinder 

settings.  Figure 4.3 shows the impedance of the fault on the interconnecting entity’s transmission 

line entered the OOS blinders from the top reactance blinders’ reach and did not encroach very 

far into the top of the blinders’ reach.  Therefore, an investigation into the reach of the reactance 

blinders was performed.  It was determined that the reach of the blinders would be decreased 

from 23.1 secondary ohms to 12.1 secondary ohms. A 47.6% decrease in reactance blinder reach.  

Blinder settings calculations are a very technically challenging process, and without the tools 

available in SPS SPE it would be necessary to expand on the details that go into blinder settings 

calculations and since these tools were used to calculate these settings, there is not an in-depth 

look at how these tools perform their calculations, but rather how they were used in the 

calculation process.  The method that is used to determine these calculations makes use of two 

specific tools, one for the reactance blinder settings and one for the resistance blinder settings. 

This section is reported in the thesis for completeness.  These settings and the respective work 

that goes into them are standard and do not require deep discussion. 

 One of the two tools used to determine the reactance blinder settings is a power swing 

analysis and settings spreadsheet that was shared by another engineer with another company.  

This tool requires the user to input detailed system parameters, some of which are derived from 

Figure 5.1: Swing plots for equal EMF and remote source reduced EMF 
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CAPE, such as system fault study data.  Figure 5.1 shows a graphic the OOS setting spreadsheet 

calculator produces.  This spreadsheet calculator suggests relay blinder settings in Ohms 

secondary.  

 The second of the two tools used to determine the reactance blinder settings is a macro 

within CAPE that plots the power swing based on system conditions that are set within the 

system database before the macro is run.  In the case of this work, all sources of wind generation 

that feed the remote terminal of the line for which these relays protect were removed to ensure 

that the remaining equivalent generation for the receiving source was less than optimal conditions 

for calculations of the reactance blinders.  In general, the receiving and sending sources need to 

be modified to account for their respective minimum generation profiles.  The modification of 

each source to their respective minimum generation profile should be done individually.  In the 

specific case of this line terminal, the source with the most equivalent impedance when at their 

respective minimum generation profiles is the receiving source.  The equivalent impedance of the 

receiving source for the minimum generation conditions is 80.30 primary Ohms.  125% of 80.30 

is used for the calculations of the reactance blinder reach which is 100.375 secondary Ohms.  To 

calculate the relay setting (in secondary ohms) divide 100.375 by the PTR-CTR ratio  

(2000/240 = 8.33), which yields 12.04 secondary ohms, which is rounded up to 12.1, which is the 

reach in secondary ohms for the outer reactance blinders. 

 The relative “stiffness” of the receiving source (in fault current obtained from CAPE 

short circuit simulations) provides the significant data to the spreadsheet (and to CAPE) that is 

necessary to calculate the impedance of the swing at a displacement angle of 180 degrees as well 

as for the entire power swing impedance trajectory.  Referencing Figure 7, note the swing path 

and the impedance at a displacement angle of 180 degrees for n > 1 (where n = |ES|/|ER|).  The 

impedance swing path on the R-X plane increases as n increases. 

 The minimum goal of for the reactance blinder settings (which are in secondary ohms) is 

for the outer and inner reactance blinders to be set at least large enough to where the swing 

trajectory of an unstable power swing for the minimum generation condition passes through both 

sides of the resistance blinders and must be at least large enough to reach the equivalent 

impedance of the remote source.  Figure 5.1 shows three unstable swing trajectories as R5 

(Brown plot), R6 (Green plot), and R7 (Pink plot).  R6 is the simulated swing trajectory for when 

the sending and receiving sources are at 1.0 p.u. each (i.e., n=1).  The calculations for the 

resistance blinders are done under system normal conditions.  R5 is the swing trajectory for 
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normal generation conditions, but the receiving source is at 0.7 p.u.  Figure 5.1 shows the 

equivalent remote source impedance magnitude (for system normal conditions) to be 52.20 

primary ohms, which converts to 6.27 secondary ohms, which is expectedly well within the 12.1 

secondary ohm reach calculated above.  It is SPS policy to set the inner reactance blinder to 0.1 

Ohms secondary inside the outer reactance blinder and to mirror the bottom reactance blinders to 

the top reactance blinders.  Therefore, the bottom reactance blinders are set to -12.1 and -12.0 for 

the bottom outer and inner reactance blinders respectively. 

 For reference, the sending source equivalent impedance magnitude in Figure 5.1 is 59.4 

primary ohms.  The numbers marked on each swing curve where the resistance blinder intersects 

with the swing trajectory are the sending/receiving source displacement angles.  The outer 

resistance blinder displacement angles for the three calculated swing trajectories are all less than 

120 degrees.  The maximum reach limit for the outer resistance blinders is governed by the 

maximum load regions (curve 3 (blue) and curve 4 (orange)) in Figure 5.1 according to NERC 

Standard PRC-023-4, Requirement 1 which states, “Each Transmission Owner, Generator Owner, 

and Distribution Provider shall set its out-of-step blocking elements to allow tripping of phase 

protective relays for faults that occur during the loading conditions used to verify transmission 

line relay loadability (NERC 2017)”.   The outer resistance blinders are set in accordance with 

PRC-023-4 R1 as seen in Figure 5.1.  The inner resistance blinders settings calculations are done 

with the slip equation and CAPE: 

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 =
(𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 − 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡) ⋅ 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

360°
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ⋅ 𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷 

 (4) 

 In Equation (4), fslip is the slip frequency (in Hz), fsys is the system frequency, and TD is 

the power swing block timer (the SPS standard setting for TD is 2 cyc and can be set no less than 

1.75 cyc). The inner resistance blinders are set by setting the left inner resistance blinder to just 

greater than -150 degrees corresponds to 2.0 secondary ohms.  Ideally, the reach of the Z2P 

element does not encroach on the inner blinder.  An accepted guideline commonly followed by 

power engineers for the inner resistance blinder reach is that it should be set between 120 degrees 

and 150 degrees for an n=1 system (note that as the inner blinder moves closer to 150 degrees the 

maximum slip rate detection for an unstable power swing increases).  Since the Z2P element does 

not come close to encroaching on the inner blinder when set at 150 degrees, an inner blinder 

setting that corresponded to an angle of -150 degrees was chosen (Recall that the OOS protection 

must be able to detect an OOS condition for an unstable power swing of at least 2.5 Hz).  Similar 
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to the reactance blinders, the left resistive blinders mirror the right resistive blinders (and vice 

versa).  Therefore, the left inner resistive blinders are set to -2.0 secondary ohms. 

 The outer resistance blinders are simply set to fall just inside curves 3 (Blue) & 4 

(Orange) in Figure 5.1, which are the maximum load regions for the protected transmission line.  

The further apart the inner blinder is from the outer blinder within the constraints mentioned 

results in a higher maximum slip rate detection.  In the case of this line terminal, the right and left 

outer blinders are set at 4.5 and -4.5 secondary ohms respectively.  These settings correspond to a 

displacement angle of 110.8 degrees for an n=1 swing profile (see Figure 5.1). 

 Figure 5.2 shows the relay distance protection settings along with the OOS blinders in the 

R-X impedance plane and the playback of the fault impedance from the misoperation event in 

March 2016.  It is important from a settings design perspective to note here that the Z2P element 

does not encroach on the inner blinder.  Although this is common, there are instances where the 

Figure 5.2: New OOS blinders with the 2016 SLG 
fault impedance CAPE playback 
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Z2P element encroaches on the inner blinder.  This is an important part of the next section which 

addresses the custom OOS protection logic which is the basis for this thesis.  Note that shortening 

the reactance blinder reach solves the problem of the 2016 misoperation.  However, this does not 

address the possibility of a fault closer to the SPS system on the interconnecting entity’s system.  

This is what the next section addresses. 

Out of Step Relay Logic Settings and Calculations 
 The OOS relay logic for this new OOS protective relaying philosophy is the heart of why 

this project constitutes thesis work.  Two Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) 

microprocessor relays are used for line protection and OOS protection for this project.  The SEL-

421-2 and the SEL-311C-0 are the primary and secondary (respectively) relays that are in place at 

this specific location.  These two relays represent relatively old microprocessor relay technology.  

There are newer effective methods used for OOS protection available.  However, to ensure SPS 

has adequate OOS protection at all required locations means replacing primary and secondary 

relays at 29 different locations.  The upgrade of both relays at 29 different locations would be a 

major funding commitment in new hardware, engineering hours required to calculate new relay 

settings, engineering hours to commission the new relays, and the relay technicians to install the 

new relays.  This would not be a trivial undertaking both logistically and financially.  This thesis 

work was undertaken because of the hypothesis that a competent and reliable OOS protection 

scheme could be created with the microprocessor technology currently in place. 

i. Initial Logic Modifications to the “Canned” Internal Relay Logic 

 As stated in Section III, an engineer started this project and due to multiple reasons and 

circumstances did not finish this project.  This thesis work picks up there.  The previous engineer 

Figure 1:  Inherited OOS Protection Philosophy at Project Start 

A 

B 

C 
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had developed preliminary changes to the OOS logic that were to be temporary until new relays 

could be ordered, delivered, configured, installed, and commissioned.  The basic changes were 

discussed in Section III above.  This section discusses in detail the changes that were made with 

this preliminary logic and why each change was made.  Figure 5.3 is the inherited relay logic that 

was proposed for a temporary solution until new relays were installed. 

 The logic in Figure 5.3 would correctly not trip for the SLG fault that caused the 

misoperation in March 2016, however, through rigorous testing there were changes made to this 

logic to make the final OOS relay logic a robust, reliable OOS philosophy.  Before discussing the 

analysis of this logic, it is necessary to describe what this logic accomplishes by examining each 

element within Figure 5.3.  A description of all the elements, timers, and latches is provided 

before describing the inherited version of the modified OOS protection logic that was 

recommended in the misoperation report.  

 The OST element in the diagram is the most direct element that leads to a trip in the 

logic, and it is not apparent what conditions are responsible for asserting the OST element, 

therefore, this requires a more extended explanation into what must happen in the relay to assert 

this element.  The OST element logic inside the relay element is explained in the instruction 

manuals for both the SEL-421 and the SEL-311C (both relays have nearly identical functions for 

OOS detection.  Therefore, the descriptions are done using the SEL-421 instruction manual).  

OST logic relies on OST and OSB timers which are OSBD and OSTD respectively.  OST is 

ARMED if the swing traverses from the outer blinder to the inner blinder in a time greater than or 

equal to OSTD.  OST asserts when the swing leaves the inner blinder after OST is ARMED.  The 

OSTD timer is set to a value to determine if the impedance change is due to a shunt fault or a 

power swing. Recall a shunt fault results in a very fast impedance change, and a power swing 

condition yields a slow impedance change.  If the OSTD timer expires before the impedance 

locus traverses from the outer blinder to the inner blinder, OST asserts on the way of the inner 

blinder (OSTD timer starts when the impedance locus moves inside the outer blinder).  The other 

timer, OSBD, is used to block the PSB functionality of the internal OOS protection.  The OSBD 

timer starts when the impedance locus moves inside the outer blinder.  The internal SEL-421 

OOS logic declares OSB if the OSBD timer expires before the impedance locus moves inside the 

inner blinder.  The OSTD timer must be shorter than OSBD by at least 0.5 cyc (Schweitzer 

Engineering Laboratories, Inc. 2013) 
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 The assertion of the rest of the elements on the very left side of Figure 5.3 is 

straightforward and is explained in this paragraph.  The 50Q2 element is a negative sequence 

overcurrent threshold for the relay to determine if an unbalanced shunt fault occurs on the 

protected transmission line.  The 50G4 element is a residual ground overcurrent setting that 

detects if there is residual ground current above the specified value which typically indicates a 

SLG fault on the protected transmission line.  The UBOSB (unblock out-of-step blocking) 

element results from a dynamic calculation that the relay performs during a power swing.  The 

relay calculates the time it takes the impedance locus to move from the outer blinder to the inner 

blinder.  A set number then multiplies this number.  If the UBOSBD timer expires, the relay 

unblocks the PSB condition which allows the previously blocked elements to issue a trip should 

they be asserted. The 32QF element asserts when there is a forward negative-sequence 

overcurrent directional declaration.  X6ABC and X7ABC are the elements that assert if the 

calculated relay impedance travels inside the inner and outer OOS blinders respectively.  The 

Z1PT and Z2PT elements assert when the calculated relay impedance travels inside Z1P and Z2P 

protective zones and their respective timers expire (Z1PT timer is set to 0 cyc, and Z2PT timer is 

set to 15 cyc) (Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc. 2013). 

 There are three timers used in this initial modified version of the logic.  The description 

of PCT12 explains what each setting within these timers performs.  The timers are labeled PCT 

(Protection Conditioning Timer).  PCT12PU is the amount of time in cycles it takes for the 

element to assert after the element condition is met.  PCT12DO is the amount of time in cycles 

that the element stays asserted after the condition which is responsible for the element asserting 

drops out. PCT12Q is when that specific timer condition asserts, and PCT12IN is the logical 

equation that enables that specific timer (Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc. 2013).  

PCT12PU is set to the same value as the OSTD timer and PCT12DO was set to 0.5 cyc.  In this 

version of settings, OSTD was set to 1.625 cyc.  Equation (5) describes the logical equation for 

PCT12IN as seen graphically in Figure 5.3.  

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇12𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 ⋅ !𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃12 ⋅ !𝑋𝑋6𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 (5) 

 PCT13 is the second timer that is used in the initial OOS logic.  PCT13PU is set to 40 cyc 

and PCT13DO is set to 0 cyc.  Equation (6) is the logical equation for PCT13IN as seen 

graphically in Figure 5.3. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇13𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑋𝑋6𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 (6) 
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 PCT14 is the third and last timer that is used in the inherited OOS protection logic.  

PCT14PU is set to 0 cyc and PCT14DO is set to 2 cyc.  Equation (7) is the logical equation for 

PCT14IN as seen graphically in Figure 5.3. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇14𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇02 ⋅ !𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 

 Two latches used in this logic labeled “PLT” and two protection set variables (PSV) 

which is a convenient way to store logical equations into one variable.  The PSV12 equation is 

described in Equation (8) and can be seen graphically in Figure 5.3. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃12 = 50𝑄𝑄2𝑃𝑃 + 50𝐺𝐺4𝑃𝑃 + 𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 + 32𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (8) 

  The latches used in this OOS protection logic are PLT10 and PLT11.  The set and reset 

logic equations for PLT10 and PLT11 are described in with Equations (9), (10), (11), and (12) 

respectively and can be seen graphically in Figure 5.3. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇10𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇02𝑄𝑄 (9) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇10𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇03𝑄𝑄 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃01 +/𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇04𝑄𝑄 (10) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇11𝑃𝑃 = 𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇01 (11) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇11𝑅𝑅 = !𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 (12) 

 An explanation of the OOS protection logic in Figure 5.3 is necessary before detailing 

parts of the logic that needed to be changed as well as parts that needed to be added to develop a 

sufficiently reliable OOS protection philosophy.  Figure 5.3 is broken up into the four key parts 

listed as Part A, Part B, and Part C, and the explanation of PLT10. 

 Part A in Figure 5.3 is used to prevent the out-of-step trip timer (PCT12PU) from starting 

for any system condition that is not a three-phase fault (Recall that power swings are the result of 

three-phase faults and not unbalanced faults).  Therefore, if the relay detects a system unbalance 

condition (i.e., PSV12 asserts) caused by an unbalanced shunt fault (or perhaps a series fault if 

the 50Q2 or 50G4 pickup settings are sensitive enough), the AND gate output at Part A is low.  

Notice for the AND gate at Part A that the impedance must be inside X7ABC and outside of 

X6ABC long enough for the PCT12PU (1.675 cyc) to expire. When this happens, the OST 

protection is armed and PCT12Q asserts and sets PLT10 which blocks the AND gate output to the 

trip output of PLT10 low which disables the distance elements from initiating a trip.  If the 
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PCT12PU does not expire, PLT10 is in the reset condition, and the distance elements are not 

blocked from issuing a trip command. 

 Part B in Figure 5.3 (PLT11 and PCT14Q) is used to lock in OST allowing the trip to 

occur when exiting X7ABC instead of X6ABC which is what OST is programmed to do in the 

internal relay logic.  This is the reason PCT14DO is set at 2 cyc. The setting of PLT11 means the 

impedance is inside of X7ABC and there is a power swing condition because PLT10 has been set 

and the OST element has been asserted.  If there is an OST condition (i.e., PLT11 is set), the 

calculated impedance must exit X7ABC before the PCT14Q (recall PCT14PU is 0 cyc) asserts 

which is the desired impedance locus for an OOS trip to occur.  Notice that PCT14DO is set to 2 

cyc so that the trip occurs when the impedance exits the X7ABC blinder instead of the X6ABC 

blinder. 

 The Part C function in Figure 5.3 is the logic that asserts if there is an unbalanced shunt 

fault or if the calculated impedance dwells inside X6ABC for too long (referenced to the 

PCT13PU timer). The bottom OR gate in Part C asserts if the calculated impedance enters either 

the zone 1 or zone 2 distance elements and their respective timers expire (recall Z1PT is 

instantaneous and Z2PT has a 15 cyc time delay).  The output of the bottom OR gate in Part C is 

one of two inputs to an AND gate whose output directly issues a trip if the output is high.  The 

second condition that results in this AND gate’s high output is for PLT10 to reset, which has 

three inputs from an OR gate.  The first input to the top OR gate in Part C is the falling edge 

trigger of PCT14Q.  Recall that PCT14Q stays asserted for 2 cyc after the AND gate output at 

Part B goes low, this is the first input that can reset PLT10.  The second input that can reset 

PLT10 is the assertion of PSV12 (unbalanced fault detector).  Recall that an OOS condition is a 

balanced three-phase condition.  Therefore, if PSV12 is asserted, there is either no OOS condition 

or there is an unbalanced fault on the protected line during a power swing.  If there is an 

unbalanced fault during a power swing, a trip needs to be issued for that unbalanced fault as there 

is possible damage likely from a shunt fault not clearing than there is for tripping during a power 

swing condition where the voltage or current conditions can be above the circuit breaker ratings.  

The third of three inputs to the upper OR gate in Part C is the expiration of the PCT13PU overall 

override timer.  If PCT13Q asserts the calculated impedance has been dwelling inside X6ABC for 

more than 40 cycles.  This is the failsafe timer in case a very slow stable power swing occurs, and 

a three-phase fault occurs during this power swing, and the calculated impedance stays in the 

X6ABC blinder because of that three-phase fault.  If this timer were not in place, Z1PT and Z2PT 
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would be blocked indefinitely which would cause catastrophic damage to that part of the 

transmission system. 

ii. Vulnerabilities of the Inherited OOS Protection Logic Modifications 

 The logic in Figure 5.3 shored up the issues that caused the misoperation that occurred in 

March of 2016 by adding the unbalance fault detection.  A purpose of this project was to test this 

logic for the deficiencies that were outlined in the recommendations in the vulnerability 

assessment written by the engineer that produced this logic and, if possible, develop a protection 

philosophy with the relays currently in-service, providing reliable, secure, and dependable OOS 

relay protection. 

 There were two tools that were used to test the logic as it started and as it evolved into the 

final product:  1) A Mathcad document created by an engineer at SPS that produces a 

COMTRADE (Common format for Transient Data Exchange for power systems; the IEEE 

standard format for recording and exchanging system oscillographic and digital data) file of a 

power swing with customizable power swing characteristics.  This power swing COMTRADE 

calculator was invaluable in creating custom power swing current and voltage profiles that are 

saved in COMTRADE format. 2) The Manta Test Systems MTS-5100.  The MTS-5100 has the 

capability of producing the secondary voltages and currents to a relay from a COMTRADE file.  

Testing the modifications to the original OOS protection was done almost exclusively with the 

generation of power swing COMTRADEs from the OOS COMTRADE calculator and playing 

them through the MTS-5100 to analyze how the relay OOS protection logic responded to the 

different system conditions that were created with the OOS COMTRADE calculator. 

 The inherited modifications to the original OOS protection philosophy were tested to 

determine where the deficiencies were in the logic as stated by the previous engineer and, if 

possible, develop a scheme that prevent the replacement of the relays at the 29 different locations 

as was recommended by the previous engineer.  A battery of 24 different test COMTRADE files 

were developed for testing the OOS protection scheme.  This battery of tests serves two purposes: 

1) provides an exhaustive set of conceivable power swing scenarios, of which any proposed OOS 

protection scheme that is intended to be indefinitely implemented must perform as intended. 2) 

Serves as a mechanism to verify that each element in the OOS logic performs the specific 

function for which it is intended.  The list of these tests and their respective purposes are 

described in the testing and results section of this thesis. This section lists and describes the 

deficiencies found in the inherited logic. The first deficiency discovered in the inherited logic was 
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that the relay would trip for a perceived three-phase shunt fault if the Z2P element reaches past 

the inner blinder and the impedance was inside the Z2P element but outside the inner blinder.  As 

stated earlier this scenario is not common; however, there are instances of this scenario on at least 

one SPS location that requires OOS tripping protection.  Figure 5.4 shows the Z2P element 

encroaching on an inner blinder graphically.  Analysis of the inherited logic in Figure 5.3 reveals 

that the relay would incorrectly issue a trip when the impedance traverses inside the Z2P element 

faster than the maximum slip rate while staying outside of the inner blinder (i.e., impedance 

traversed inside either of the shaded regions in Figure 5.4).  This is because of the logic in  

Figure 5.3 Part A, which would produce an undesired trip issued by the Z2PT element.  Notice 

the conditions required to assert PCT12Q (which sets PLT10) and reset PLT10; there is no 

condition in this scenario that would reset PLT10 which is the PLT10 state that allows the trip 

command to be issued for when the elements Z1PT or Z2PT are asserted during a possible power 

swing condition (i.e., the impedance has traversed inside the outer blinder).  There are two 

considerations that must be accounted for in this part of the logic: 1) the relay must not issue a 

trip for a three-phase fault with the Z2P encroaching into the inner blinder until the impedance 

crosses into both the Z2P element and the inner blinder.   
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 2) The relay must issue a trip for an unbalanced fault for the full area of the Z2P element, 

even if the Z2P element encroaches on the inner blinder.  A solution to this deficiency has been 

developed and is discussed with the presentation of the final OOS protection philosophy. 

 The second deficiency discovered in the inherited logic was that the UBOSB element 

would not assert within the predicted time that it should assert.  This problem was a critical 

problem to solve as the UBOSB element provides the dynamic timer characteristic that allows for 

a sliding time override safeguard against the PSB function of the OOS protection philosophy.  

Without the UBOSB element, the safeguard for an evolving three-phase shunt fault that looks like 

Figure 5.4: Zone 2 Phase mho distance element encroaching on the inner blinder 
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a power swing would stay on the protected line until the overall override timer (PCT13PU) 

expires that resets PLT10 allowing both phase distance elements to trip.  Knowingly 

implementing the OOS protection philosophy to allow slowly evolving three-phase shunt faults to 

persist on the protected line for 40 cyc could be detrimental to the SPS system.  Therefore, it was 

necessary to develop a solution to this deficiency if it were to be the permanent OOS relay 

philosophy implemented by SPS.  

 The solution to this deficiency required communication and liaising with protection 

application engineers at SEL as the information needed was not available in the instruction 

manual for either relay.  The cause of the problem is how the implementation of the UBOSB 

timer (UBOSBD) is calculated.  The inner working of the relay calculation of the UBOSBD is 

proprietary information of SEL and is not discussed in this thesis.  However, after coordination 

and communication with the SEL protection application engineers the root of the problem was 

discovered.  The solution to this problem partly leads to the final deficiency in the inherited OOS 

logic. 

 The third and last deficiency that was discovered in the inherited OOS logic was that the 

use of the OST element in the relay produced an unnecessary tradeoff between safety and security 

in the OSTD and OSBD timers.  Recall that upon the expiration of the OSBD timer, it blocks all 

phase distance elements from asserting as well as the OST element.  The intent of the OSBD 

timer is to block OST tripping for stable power swing conditions that may dwell between the 

inner and outer blinders.  The tradeoff between setting the OSBD timer close to or far from the 

OSTD timer in cycles relates to how slow of an unstable swing can be detected and correctly 

issue a trip upon exiting the inner blinder on the opposite side the impedance entered and how 

fast of a stable power swing that needs to be in order to be detected without incorrectly 

diagnosing a power swing (stable or unstable) as a shunt fault.  OSTD was set to 2.0 cyc and it 

expires if the impedance fails to reach the inner blinder before its expiration which then asserts 

OST upon the impedance locus exiting the inner blinder.  If OSBD is set just above OSTD, there 

is a substantial risk that the time it takes the impedance to traverse the inner blinder to the outer 

blinder for a slow power swing expires OSTD and OSBD which consequently disables OST 

assertion for a condition where OST should assert.  The negative consequence of setting OSBD to 

a value that would correspond with a power swing less than approximately 0.25 Hz effectively 

disables the necessary assertion of the UBOSB element for faster power swings.  This is the 

dichotomy that had to be solved to ensure a reliable OOS relay philosophy with the relays in 
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place.  The solution to this deficiency is discussed in the presentation of the final OOS protection 

philosophy 

iii. Solutions to the inherited OOS Protection Logic 

 The final version of the OOS protection philosophy was solidified after solutions to the 

three problems discussed in the section above were determined.  Figure 5.5 is the logic diagram 

of the final version of the OOS protection relay philosophy that is now implemented at SPS.  This 

section provides an analysis of the final OOS protection logic for this thesis.  There are a few 

minor changes in the timer numbering which is due to other protection philosophy standard 

settings at SPS that require the use of the timer and protection set variables that were used in the 

inherited OOS logic.  The timers serve the same purpose but are stored in a different memory 

location in the relay.  A complete description of the final OOS logic in Figure 5.5 is described in 

detail in this section after describing the changes from the inherited OOS logic and the final OOS 

logic. 

 Notice in the final OOS protection logic that the use of the OST element has been 

eliminated.  The effect of removing the OST element bypasses virtually all the relay’s internal 

OOS protection logic which is replaced with new custom protection logic.  By taking the OST 

element out of the OOS logic, the dichotomy that was in place with the OSBD and OSTD setting 

is bypassed.  Bypassing these settings allow for a fast dynamic PSB unblocking function by using 

the UBOSB element without the limiting OSBD timer.  Bypassing the OSBD timer meant the 

functionality of blocking tripping when the impedance is within the inner and outer blinders still 

Figure 5.5: Final OOS protection logic diagram 
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needed to be maintained.  The solution to this is the new input to set PLT11 (formerly PLT11).  

Recall in the inherited logic (Figure 5.3) that input to set PLT11 was PLT10S*OST.  In the final 

OOS logic, the input to set PLT11 is PLT10*X6ABC.  This change reduces the complexity of the 

logic.  The logic already had OOS detection at the PCT12Q location in the logic design. By 

taking the OST element out, the logic and timing was greatly simplified and enables free range 

use of UBOSB to maintain quick, dynamic tripping should a power swing condition dwell inside 

the inner blinder due to an evolving three-phase shunt fault.  Notice that the inner blinder 

(X6ABC) is supervising the PLT11S (which is the first step that ARMs OST).  This ensures that 

once PLT10 is set, which happens for any power swing slower than approximately 3 Hz, and the 

impedance traverses inside the inner blinder that the OST tripping mechanism is ARMED.  Once 

the OST tripping mechanism in the logic is ARMED, it issues a trip when the impedance 

traverses out the outer blinder (unless PLT10 resets which is discussed in the next paragraph) 

while blocking the distance element from issuing a trip.  By bypassing the internal OST element, 

the logic is more reliable (i.e., correctly blocks the distance elements long enough during the 

swing while correctly tripping after exiting the outer blinder after the first slipped pole) for slow, 

unstable power swings, and more secure (i.e., UBOSB timer significantly protects against 

evolving three-phase faults that may look like a power swing by the UBOSB timer expiring and 

unblocking the PSB allowing the distance elements to issue a required trip) for power swings up 

to approximately 3 Hz.  This change alone solved the first and third vulnerabilities described in 

the previous section. 

 The other significant change from the inherited logic in Figure 5.3 to the final OOS 

protection logic in Figure 5.5 is the addition of PSV14.  This addition solves problem number two 

that was addressed in the previous section; the deficiency that resulted from the Z2P element 

encroaching on the inner blinder.  Adding this additional logic (PSV14) which is described in 

Equation (13) accounts for the scenario in which Z1P and Z2P elements encroach on the inner 

blinder. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃14 = (𝑍𝑍1𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 + 𝑍𝑍2𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇) ⋅ (32𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 + 𝑋𝑋6𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) (13) 

 The 32QF element supervision in PSV14 ensures Z1PT and Z2PT are only allowed to 

reach the input of the AND gate (which issues a trip command) for a forward, negative sequence 

fault condition for the entire Z2P element reach.  The X6ABC element supervision in PSV14 

ensures that Z1PT and Z2PT can only issue a trip if the impedance is within the inner blinder 
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AND either distance element asserts for a balanced three-phase fault.  This addition to the logic 

ensures proper OOS protection when the Z1P and Z2P elements encroach on the inner blinder. 

iv. Final OOS Protection Logic 

 This section provides a detailed analysis of the final OOS protection logic settings in 

Figure 5.5 which is now the OOS protection philosophy for SPS.  To analyze the logic concisely, 

all the variables, latch and timer equations are redefined due to some changes in variable names: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃14 = Equation (13) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃12 = 32𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 + 50𝑄𝑄2 + 50𝐺𝐺4 + 𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 (14) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇12𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃 ⋅ !𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃12 ⋅ !𝑋𝑋6𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃;𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇12𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈 = 2.0 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐;  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇12𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 = 0.5 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  (15) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇13𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑋𝑋6𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃;   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇13𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈: 40 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐;   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇13𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 = 0 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  (16) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇14𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ∶=  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇11 𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 𝐼𝐼𝑈𝑈𝑇𝑇 𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃;   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇14𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈 = 0 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐;   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇14𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 = 2.0𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  (17) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇10𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇12𝑄𝑄  (18) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇10𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇13𝑄𝑄 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃12 + !𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃  (19) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇11𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇10 ⋅ 𝑋𝑋6𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃  (20) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇11𝑅𝑅 = !𝑋𝑋7𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃  (21) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃13 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇14𝑄𝑄  (22) 

 The logic analysis starts with the trip element and works backward.  The logic equation 

that issues a trip for the relay is Equation (23): 

𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃13 + (!𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇10 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃14) (23) 

 Analysis of the TRIP equation indicates that the relay trips for an unstable power swing 

condition (PSV13) or for a fault condition that has occurred without initiation of PSB 

(!PLT10*PSV14).  The logic is analyzed by the two conditions of an uninterrupted power swing 

condition and a power swing condition that is interrupted by fault.  The first part of the analysis is 

of the uninterrupted power swing condition.  The uninterrupted power swing condition is initiated 

when PLT10 is set.  PLT10 is set when PCT12Q has been asserted.  When PCT12Q asserts, the 

following system conditions are present: 1) There is no unbalanced fault condition on the system 
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which is consistent with the fact that a power swing is a balanced phenomenon (i.e., 32QF, 50Q2, 

and 50G4 are not asserted), 2) The impedance has traversed inside the outer blinder with a slow 

enough slip rate (~3 Hz or less) to expire the PCT12PU timer (2 cycles) before it reaches the 

inner blinder and the impedance hasn’t been dwelling inside the inner blinder and within Z1P and 

Z2P for longer than the UBOSBD timer or the overall override timer (PCT13PU – 40 cyc). 

 The state of PLT10 affects two different inputs.  When PLT10 is set, it blocks the Z1PT 

and Z2PT elements from issuing a trip by locking the last AND gate low.  PLT10S state also 

gives the AND gate that feeds into PLT11S one of two high inputs required to ARM the OST trip 

sequence.  Following the logic path to ARM the OST sequence, the next and last condition to 

ARM the OST condition is for the impedance to traverse inside the inner blinder after the 

PCT12Q asserts.  Once the OST sequence ARMs, a trip is issued for one of three possible 

reasons:  1) There is an unstable power swing condition on the system, the system walks out-of-

step, slip a pole, and the impedance traverses and exits the opposite side of the resistance inner 

and outer blinders that it entered, and a trip is issued for an unstable power swing one processing 

cycle after the impedance leaves the outer blinder.  2) An unbalanced fault occurs during this 

unstable power swing which asserts PSV12 (due to the assertion of 32QF and 50Q2 or 50G4) 

which resets PLT10 while also picking up PSV14 thereby issuing a Z1PT or Z2PT element trip.  

This is an example of a power swing condition being interrupted by a fault condition.  3) The 

impedance dwells inside Z1P or Z2P long enough for the UBOSBD timer to assert, or for 

PCT13Q to assert (overall override timer of 40 cyc) in which case a trip is issued for a  

three-phase fault that either evolved very slowly and had a similar impedance entry profile of an 

unstable power swing, or a three-phase fault occurred during a slow stable power swing that 

brought the impedance inside the Z1P and Z2P zones.  This is also an example of a power swing 

condition being interrupted by a fault condition. 

 Analysis of the initiation of the OST sequence is initiated by PLT10 first, then the 

impedance either traverses into the inner blinder which sets PLT11 for an unstable power swing, 

or the impedance locus may slowly traverse inside the outer blinder for a stable power swing, 

dwell inside the inner and outer blinders, and leave the outer resistance blinder the way it came 

in.  In the first case, PLT11 is set and the AND gate to the right is waiting for the impedance to 

exit the opposite outer resistance blinder it entered to issue a trip for an unstable power swing.  In 

the second case, PLT11 is never set because the impedance never traversed inside the inner 

blinder and the OST chain DISARMs as the impedance exits the same outside resistance blinder 
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it entered.  Notice that the PCT14Q element is picked up the instant the right AND gate output is 

high and PCT14Q stays asserted for 2 cyc after that AND gate output goes low. 

 The last part of the analysis for the final OOS protection logic is the analysis of the 

initiation of the last AND gate before the trip is set to high by the second half of Equation (23) 

(TRIP): PLT10R and the assertion of PSV14.  The PLT10R condition requires one or more of the 

following conditions:  The impedance is outside of the outer blinder (i.e., there is no power swing 

condition present in the system), PSV12 asserts indicating there is currently a forward unbalance 

fault condition on the system (i.e., 50Q2, 50G4, or 32QF has been asserted), the UBOSBD  timer 

has expired and the impedance has been dwelling inside the inner blinder longer than the relay 

calculated it should meaning there is likely a three-phase fault on the protected line, or PCT13Q 

has asserted because the impedance has been dwelling inside the inner blinder longer than the 

overall override timer (40 cyc) and there is likely a three-phase fault on the protected line. 

 PSV14 is asserted when both OR gates feeding into the two AND gate inputs are high.  

The top OR gate goes high if the impedance is inside Z1P and Z2P.  The bottom OR gate goes 

high when the relay detects a forward unbalance fault condition (32QF) or if the impedance 

traverses inside the inner blinder.  The significance of the PSV14 element is the addition of the 

added protection for when the one or both Z1P and Z2P elements encroach on the inner blinder.  

Recall that this part of the logic allows an unbalanced fault inside any part of Z1P or Z2P to 

initiate a trip, while a three-phase fault must be inside the Z1P and Z2P elements and the inner 

blinder to initiate a trip. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Testing and Results of the Final OOS Protection Logic 
 Testing was a significant part of this thesis project and is discussed in this section.  The 

three tools used to test the customized OOS logic are as follows: 

• OOS COMTRADE calculator created by a Consulting Engineer in the SPS SPE 

department. 

• SEL Analytic Assistant software that provides a graphical display of the three-

phase voltage, current, and digitals recorded by the testing relay. 

• Manta MTS-5100 test systems that reads the COMTRADE files created by the 

OOS COMTRADE Calculator and injects the equivalent secondary voltages and 

currents into the relay for the power swing simulation that tests the OOS 

protection settings. 

The battery of tests was developed over a period of months through a process of 

brainstorming, trial and error, and numerous modifications to the protection logic that has now 

been finalized into logic that is currently in-service at two different locations on the SPS power 

system.  An analysis of the most 15 most consequential tests and their results are shown in the 

Appendix and contain an oscillographic event record and an impedance plot showing Z1P, Z2P 

and the inner and outer OOS blinders. The Appendix shows a table these 15 tests, the desired 

outcome of that test, the result of the test, and any special adjustments made to the settings for a 

specific test. 
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Test A: Unstable Power Swing with a 2.75 Hz Slip Rate Test – 2 Pole Slips 

 The purpose of Test A is to verify that the logic correctly blocks the Z1PT and Z2PT 

elements from issuing a trip for a slip rate close to the maximum expected slip rate of 3.0 Hz.  

Test A simulates an unstable power swing with two pole slips. The desired relay response is to 

issue OST for each pole slip after the impedance exits the outer blinder.  Figure 6.1 shows the 

relay captured oscillographic event record and digital logic outputs.   

Figure 6.1: Oscillographic Playback for an unstable 2.75 Hz power swing 

Figure 6.2: Impedance playback for an unstable 2.75 Hz power swing 
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 Notice in Figure 6.1 that the time it takes the impedance to traverse from the inner to 

outer blinder is 2.25 cyc, which allowed the PCT12PU timer to expire which asserts PCT12Q 

thereby blocking Z1PT and Z2PT from issuing a trip if or when asserted.  The relay correctly 

issues OST when the impedance exits the outer blinder on both pole slips, as indicated by the 

TRIP digital.  This is a correct operation.  Figure 6.2 shows the impedance trajectory traversing 

through both blinders and both phase distance elements for both pole slips.  This impedance 

playback from the relay affirms that the model of the relay in CAPE is and the calculations made 

by the COMTRADE calculator are consistent, which gives high confidence in the integrity of the 

testing methods used. 

Test B: Unstable Power Swing with a 3.25 Hz Slip Rate Test – Two Pole Slips 

 The purpose of Test B is to verify that the logic for a slip rate over the maximum 

expected slip rate of 3.0 Hz would fail to block Z1P and Z2P from issuing a trip (a boundary test).  

Test B has two pole slips and should issue a trip each time the impedance enters the Z1P element 

as it has no time delay.  Figure 6.3 shows the relay captured oscillographic event record and 

digital logic outputs.  

 Notice in Figure 6.3 that the time it takes the impedance locus to traverse from the inner 

to outer blinder is 1.875 cyc which beats the PCT12PU timer expiration (2.0 cyc) thereby failing 

to set PLT10 which blocks Z1PT and Z2PT from issuing a trip.  At the 34.5 cyc mark in this 

Figure 6.3: Oscillographic playback for an unstable 3.25 Hz power swing 
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event playback, the relay issues a trip command at the same time that the Z1PT element asserts as 

shown in Figure 6.3. This is not a desirable operation, but it is expected and acceptable as the 

maximum slip rate for this OOS protection scheme is approximately 3 Hz.  Figure 6.4 is the 

CAPE impedance playback for this test.  Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4 look almost identical because 

the swing profile is identical except for the swing rate.  Therefore, Tests A and B verify the slip 

rate calculations that the maximum unstable power swing rate detection for this logic to be 

approximately 3.0 Hz. 

  

Figure 6.4: Impedance playback for an unstable 3.25 Hz power swing 
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Test C: 2.75 Hz Power Swing with 20 cyc dwell in Z1P & Z2P: UBOSB Verification 

 Test C simulates a power swing that does not slip a pole but dwells inside Z1P, M2P, and 

the inner blinder for 20 cyc.  The purpose of Test C is to verify correct operation of the UBOSB 

element: to provide a dynamic timer specific to the slip rate of the power swing.  Recall that the 

dynamic timer calculates the time the impedance takes to traverse from the outer to the inner 

blinder and uses this time plus a user-defined cushion factor (in this scheme 2) to store in the 

UBOSBD timer.  If the UBOSBD timer expires while the impedance is within the inner blinder, 

the UBOSB element asserts allowing both Z1PT and Z2PT to issue a trip.  This specific test is to 

verify that if a three-phase fault were to occur on the protected line during a power swing (stable 

Figure 6.6: Impedance playback for stable 2.75 Hz power swing inside Z1P 

Figure 6.5: Oscillographic playback for a stable 2.75 Hz power swing inside Z1P 
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or unstable) after the impedance traversed inside the outer blinder (blocking Z1PT and Z2PT 

from tripping) and dwelled inside the Z1P or Z2P protective zones that the UBOSB element 

causes the relay to shorten the amount of time the fault remains on the protected line compared to 

the overall override timer (PCT13PU – 40 cyc) by allowing the Z1PT and Z2PT elements to issue 

a trip.   

 Figure 6.5 shows the relay response to Test C.  Figure 6.5 shows the time it takes from 

the impedance entering the outer blinder to the time the relay issues a trip to be 12.875 cyc and 

the time it takes the relay to issue a trip from the time the impedance enters Z1P to trip is 8.375 

cyc.  Figure 6.6 shows the impedance traverse inside the Z1P element and dwells there for 20 cyc 

(after the impedance dwell is done it moves up and out, this is done solely for visual purposes in 

the COMTRADE calculator) which verifies what the relay playback indicates.  This test verifies 

the UBOSB element within the final OOS protection scheme which is a crucial part of the OOS 

protection for the case of a three-phase fault occurring during a power swing. 

Test D: 2.75 Hz Power Swing, 20 cyc Dwell inside Z1P & Z2P without UBOSB 

 Test D uses the same COMTRADE file as in test C and results in the same impedance 

profile that is shown in Figure 6.6. In this test, the UBOSB element was taken out of the logic to 

show the effect on the relay performance without it simulating a three-phase fault that occurs 

during a power swing.  The primary purpose of this test is to make sure that both Z1PT and Z2PT 

Figure 6.7: Oscillographic playback for a stable 2.75 Hz power swing inside Z1P without UBOSB 
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are correctly blocked from tripping. Figure 6.7 shows the relay does not issue a trip for this 

impedance profile without UBOSB in the trip logic.  UBOSB asserts at the same time in this test, 

but since it is not in the logic, it does not allow Z1PT or Z2PT to issue a trip.  This test along with 

Test C illustrates the importance of the UBOSB element.  If there were a three-phase fault on the 

protected line for this test, that fault would persist until PCT13Q asserts. In this test, the relay 

trips for OST when the impedance trajectory exits X7ABC on the same side that it entered.  Since 

a pole slip didn’t occur, OST should not have been issued.  This is a known deficiency in this 

customized logic but is not a concern.  In this test, the inner blinder was encroached upon and is 

set at a system angle of just under 150 degrees, which is well beyond the 120 degree point of 

instability.  This test is an extreme, highly unlikely scenario in which the impedance trajectory 

would continue across 180 degrees (slip a pole) and exit the other side instead of turning back 

around and exiting the way it entered. 

Test E: 2.75 Hz Stable Power Swing with 45 cycle Dwell inside Z1P without UBOSB 

 Test E verifies the overall override timer (PCT13PU).  The impedance profile in this test 

is identical to that of Tests C and D (Figure 6.6) except the impedance dwells inside Z1P for 45 

cyc instead of 20 cyc.  This test, like Test D is run without UBOSB in the logic in order to verify 

PCT13Q in the logic.  Figure 6.8 shows the oscillographic event record for Test E with the 45 cyc 

dwell inside Z1P and it also shows that the time difference from entering the inner blinder to the 

time the trip is issued is 40 cyc.  The TRIP and PCT13Q digital elements assert on the same 

Figure 6.8: Oscillographic for a stable 2.75 Hz power swing, dwell in Z1P for 45 cyc without UBOSB 
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processing cycle which verifies the PCT13Q element performed as intended.  The intent of the 

PCT13Q element in the logic is to serve as the overall override timer to unblock PSB should the 

impedance locus remain inside the inner blinder longer than 40 cyc which allows Z1PT and Z2PT 

to issue a trip. This test verifies that the PCT13Q element operates within the logic as intended. 

Test F: 2.75 Hz Power Swing with 45 cyc Dwell inside Z2P without UBOSB 

 The purpose of Test F is to verify that the overall override element (PCT13Q) allows 

Z2PT to issue a trip should the impedance dwell inside the inner blinders and within Z2P while 

outside Z1P.  This test is also run without UBOSB in the trip logic so that PCT13Q can be tested 

in combination with Z2P.  The desired correct operation for this test is for the relay to issue a trip 

for the Z2PT element after the PCT13Q element asserts.  Z2PT should already be asserted when 

the PCT13Q element asserts as the Z2PT timer is 15 cyc while the PCT13PU timer is 40 cyc.  

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the oscillographic event record of an impedance profile respectively 

for Test F.  Figure 6.9 shows Z2PT assert 15 cyc after entering Z2P, but the relay does not issue a 

trip until 40 cyc after the impedance locus crosses the inner blinder when PCT13Q asserts which 

resets PLT10 allowing Z2PT to assert the TRIP element.  Figure 6.10 shows the impedance 

profile of Test F and verifies that the impedance, as indicated in Figure 6.9, does indeed dwell 

inside Z2P while remaining outside of Z1P.  This test also verifies that the PCT13Q element 

operates as intended for Z2PT as it did for Z1PT. 

Figure 6.9: Oscillographic for a stable 2.75 Hz power swing, dwell in Z2P for 40 cyc without UBOSB 
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Test G: 2.75 Hz Stable Power Swing with LL Fault Applied at a δ of 90° 

 The purpose of Test G is to verify that the OOS logic does not interfere with the normal 

tripping of an unbalanced fault (LL fault in this case) that occurs during a 2.75 Hz power swing 

when the fault occurs just before the impedance traverses inside the outer blinder.  Figure 6.11 

shows on the oscillographic event record from the relay that the fault indeed occurs 0.125 cyc 

before the swing trajectory enters the outer blinder which causes the impedance to have a much 

Figure 6.10: Impedance profile a stable 2.75 Hz power swing, dwell in Z2P for 40 cyc 

Figure 6.11: Oscillographic for a LL fault applied just outside of X7ABC during a 2.75 Hz power swing 
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faster swing rate than 3 Hz.  Notice that the relay issues a trip when PSV14 asserts.  This fault 

caused all of the unbalance supervision elements within PSV12 to assert well before the fault 

impedance entered the reach of Z1P, therefore, when the impedance entered inside the Z1P reach 

the relay logic was already ARMED for a trip of either Z1PT or Z2PT.  In this test, Z1PT was 

responsible for issuing the trip due to the instantaneous setting of the Z1PT element. 

Figure 6.12: Impedance profile a LL fault applied before a 2.75 Hz power swing enters X7ABC & Dwells for 20 cyc 
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Test H: 2.75 Hz Stable Power Swing with a LL Fault Applied at a δ of 90° 

 The purpose of Test H is to verify the unbalance unblocking section of the logic for an 

unstable power swing that asserts OST and blocks Z1PT and Z2PT from tripping and is then 

followed by a LL fault.  The power swing impedance profile for this test enters the inner and 

outer blinders at a 2.75 Hz slip frequency into the Z1P reach when the displacement angle is at 

Figure 6.13: Oscillographic for a LL fault applied inside X6ABC during a 2.75 Hz power swing 

Figure 6.14: Impedance profile a LL fault applied before a 2.75 Hz swing enters X6ABC and Dwells for 20 cycles 
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170 degrees.  When the displacement angle reaches 170 degrees a LL fault is applied on the 

protected line.  The desired outcome of this test is for the PSB function to block Z1PT and Z2PT 

from tripping until the LL fault is applied, at which time PSV12 should assert due to one or more 

of the unbalance detection elements asserting, thereby unblocking the Z1PT and Z2PT elements 

so they can issue a trip.  Figure 6.13 shows the relay recorded oscillographic data for Test H.  

Analysis of Figure 6.13 shows the assertion of all three of the unbalance detectors in PSV12 

before the impedance entered Z1P.  This allows the Z1PT element to issue a trip as soon as the 

impedance from the LL fault enters the Z1P element reach.  Figure 6.14 shows that the 

impedance profile looks identical to a power swing until the impedance locus is approximately 

between the Z2P and Z1P elements. Test H verifies that the logic operates as designed for when 

an unbalanced fault occurs on the protected line during a power swing after the swing impedance 

traverses inside the inner blinder.  The relay correctly unblocked PSB allowing Z1PT and Z2PT 

elements to send a trip for the unbalanced fault.  This same swing profile was implemented to 

individually verify that each unbalance element would produce the same result.  It is not 

necessary to analyze each of these tests independently as each test verified the element which it 

tested.  The test names for these tests are Test H.1 (50Q2 element verification), Test H.2 (50G4 

element verification), and Test H.3 (32QF element verification) in the Appendix. 

Test I: 3.25 Hz Stable Power Swing, 20 cyc Dwell inside Z2P, but outside X6ABC 

Figure 6.15: Oscillographic for a 3.25 Hz power swing that dwells inside Z2P but outside X6ABC for 20 cyc 
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 The purpose of Test I is to verify the part of the logic that blocks Z2PT from issuing a 

trip when the impedance traverses inside and then dwells in Z2P while remaining outside of the 

inner blinder.  This test applies to the specific scenario of when Z2P encroaches on the inner 

blinder.  Since the impedance locus stays balanced for this test, the desired outcome is for the 

relay to block tripping of Z2PT for the duration of the test as the impedance does not traverse 

inside the inner blinder.  Figure 6.15 shows the relay recorded oscillographic event record of Test 

I. 

 The oscillographic event record and digitals results of Test I verify that the logic operates 

as intended.  The impedance never traversed inside the inner blinder (X6ABC), but it did traverse 

inside the outer blinder as well as Z2P.  There was no trip issued for this test which is a correct 

operation of the blocking logic as designed. 

 The impedance profile as shown in Figure 6.16 verifies what was recorded by the relay 

oscillographic data showing the swing impedance entering the expanded Z2P (from 2.2 secondary 

ohms to 8 secondary ohms) while remaining outside of the inner blinder. 

Test J: 3.25 Hz Swing, 20 Cyc Dwell inside Z2P, outside X6ABC, with LL Fault 

Figure 6.16: Impedance profile of a 3.25 Hz power swing that dwells inside Z2P but outside X6ABC for 20 cyc 
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The purpose of Test J is to test the same part of the logic that Part I tested except that this test is 

meant to verify that the logic allows Z2PT to trip when the impedance is inside Z2P but outside 

the inner blinder for an unbalanced fault condition (LL fault).  The Z2P reach in this test is set to 

8 secondary ohms (same as Test I).  The desired outcome of this test is the relay should issue a 

trip after an unbalanced fault condition is detected by PSV12 and after the Z2PT timer expires (15 

cyc).  The impedance should traverse inside the outer blinder and Z2P, but outside the inner 

blinder because of a LL fault being applied at a 35° displacement angle (well outside of the outer 

blinder). 

 Figure 6.17 shows the relay recorded oscillographic data from Test J and verifies the 

relay operates as intended.  Figure 6.17 shows the unbalance detectors in PSV12 (32QF and 50Q2 

for negative sequence detection) asserted shortly after the LL fault occurred.  The impedance 

entered the Z2P reach at 30 cyc into the record and Z2PT issued a trip 15 cyc after the impedance 

entered the Z2P reach due to the prior assertion of PSV12, thereby unblocking the Z2PT element 

allowing it to issue a trip.  Test J verifies that the logic correctly issues a trip for an unbalanced 

zone 2 fault that occurs during a power swing with the Z2P element encroaching on the inner 

blinder.  There is no impedance playback figure for this test because it is almost identical to that 

of the previous test except the impedance locus does not traverse inside the Z1P element. 

Figure 6.17: Oscillographic of 3.25 Hz power swing, evolving LL fault inside Z2P & outside X6ABC 
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Test K: 0.25 Hz Unstable Power Swing with One Pole Slip 
 The purpose of Test K is to verify that the logic operates correctly for the slowest 

observed power swing on the SPS power system (0.25 Hz).  The desired operation for this test is 

to block all elements from tripping through the duration of the power swing until the impedance 

traverses out of the outer blinder the opposite side it entered.  Test K is to test the limit of how 

slow of an unstable power swing the logic provides a desirable result. 

 The swing rate in this case is slow enough that the relay broke the oscillographic data into 

two different files, therefore Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the relay recorded oscillographic data.  

First, in Figure 6.18 the digitals show that the overall override timer (PCT13Q) expires which 

unblocks Z1PT and Z2PT from tripping.  However, the impedance had already traversed through 

both element’s reaches.  This is a coordination concern that must be acknowledged within this 

OOS protection philosophy.  If the Z2P reach is broad enough and close enough to the inner 

blinder and the impedance takes longer than 40 cyc to traverse through the inner blinder, an 

undesirable trip would occur for a Z2PT.  This issue is addressed in the next section that discusses 

the known vulnerabilities of the final OOS protection logic.  Although this verifies the logic 

operates correctly for this line, it brought to light a coordination issue that must be addressed 

when implementing this scheme at other locations.  Figure 6.18 shows the impedance traversed 

from one side of the outer blinder to exiting the inner blinder.  Figure 6.19 shows the impedance 

locus exiting the outer blinder, and the relay correctly issues a trip for an unstable power swing. 

Figure 6.18: Oscillographic for a 0.25 Hz unstable power swing (1of 2) 
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 Test K verifies that the logic correctly operates for an unstable power swing with a swing 

rate that matches the slowest ever observed on the SPS system while also bringing to light a 

coordination issue that must be addressed as part of the implementation of this OOS protection 

philosophy at different OOS protection locations.  The impedance profile of this power swing is 

identical to that of Figure 6.2, just at a swing rate of 0.25 Hz instead of 2.75 Hz.  Therefore there 

is no individual impedance plot for this specific test. 

Test L: Test of March 2016 Misoperation with Original Reactance Blinder Reach 
 The purpose of Test L is to determine if the logic operates correctly (i.e., not trip) for the 

misoperation that occurred in March of 2016, which was the impetus for this thesis.  The reason 

for extending the reactance blinder’s reach to where they were for the misoperation is to verify 

that if the same type of event were to occur closer to the protected line, that the relay would still 

correctly not issue an OST.  Figure 6.20 shows the relay recorded oscillographic data for the 

playback of this misoperation into the relay with the new relay logic and the old larger reactance 

blinder settings.  Figure 6.20 shows that the relay correctly did not trip for this event with the new 

logic implemented.  The reason the relay prevented an incorrect OST for this event is because of 

the unbalance supervision element 32QF keeps PLT10 in the reset state.  This prevents PLT11 

from being set which is the beginning of the OST chain of logic.  Figure 6.20 shows that this 

Figure 6.19: Oscillographic for a 0.25 Hz unstable power swing (2 of 2) 
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event was a SLG fault (phase C to ground) in which a strong unbalance system condition is 

expected to be seen by the relay. 

 Figure 6.21 shows the impedance profile and the trajectory it took through the inner and 

outer blinders as a result of the March 2016 event. 

 The impedance enters the outer blinders through the reactance blinders.  The impedance 

then dwells just outside the inner blinders and then enters the inner blinder through the left 

resistance blinder, then exits both blinders through each reactance blinder and traverses back up 

and to the right on the impedance plane. It is easy to see that without unbalance supervision in the 

logic why the misoperation occurred.  This test verifies that the relay does not misoperate for the 

Figure 6.20: Oscillographic the March 2016 misoperation event (SLG on interconnecting entity system) 

Figure 6.21: Impedance profile the March 2016 misoperation event 
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same type of fault that caused the misoperation in 2016.  This was the last test in the battery of 

tests discussed in this testing section.  Other tests were run but were left out of this section as 

some tests are redundant which is necessary for the testing purposes but does not require 

individual analysis of each test.  A more inclusive table of the tests and their results and notes are 

available in The Appendix.  All the tests discussed in this section were performed on an  

SEL-421-4 protective relay.  The same battery of tests was also run on the secondary relay (SEL-

311C) for the same line terminal with similar results. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Known Vulnerabilities and Possible Improvements to the OOS Logic 
 Three known vulnerabilities exist in the OOS protection philosophy presented in this 

thesis.  The first vulnerability relates to the unbalance detection element (PSV12) and how it 

could prevent the OOS protection scheme from operating for an unstable power swing. If any one 

of the unbalance detection element pickup settings within PSV12 (32QF, 50G4, or 50Q2) are set 

sensitive enough to where they assert for an unbalanced condition on interconnecting entity’s 

power system (i.e., past the reactance blinders), this could cause blocking of a wanted OST.  

Consider the following scenario:  there is an unstable power swing condition on the protected line 

and the PCT12Q element has been asserted.  While the unstable power swing impedance locus is 

on the ingress between the outer and inner blinders and before PCT12Q asserts (recall PCT12PU 

is 2 cyc), an unbalanced fault occurs on the neighbor’s system (far enough away to where it 

should not affect the OOS protection) and causes PSV12 to assert thereby resetting PLT10 before 

the impedance traverses inside the inner blinder.  The reset state of PLT10 would block the set of 

PLT11 upon the impedance locus entering inside the inner blinder which would also block the 

ARMING of the OST portion of the logic.   

 The probability that this scenario occurs during an unstable power swing is very low for 

the following reasons:  unstable power swings are three-phase balanced phenomena.  It is 

unlikely that an unbalanced fault would occur on a section of the neighboring utility’s system that 

is close enough to assert one of the unbalance supervision elements.  It is also unlikely that an 

unbalanced fault like this would occur during the tiny window of time where the impedance is 

traversing between the outer and inner blinders.  The likelihood of this scenario happening is also 

lessened by the fact that any unbalanced fault would be cleared in less than 21 cyc (typical time 

delay for a zone two operating element is typically 15 cyc and breaker operating times for 

transmission systems are <6 cyc.  Even this scenario is the worst-case scenario considering zone 

1 elements are typically set for 0 cyc delay).  The OOS protection scheme must knowingly retain 

the unbalance supervision in the logic because the tradeoff of dependability (trip for an OOS 

condition) for security (does not trip for OOS when there is no OOS condition present) in this 

case is substantially moved toward security while the risk taken in the dependability category is 

very minor. In the above scenario, the fault on the neighboring utility system would be cleared by 

the time the impedance traverses another 360 degrees back to the location of the outer blinder 

again, in which case the OOS protection scheme would correctly issue an OST as the impedance 

locus exits the outer blinder since there would be no unbalance condition present as the 
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impedance locus traverses the entire swing back to the outer blinder.  Precautions that may be 

taken to mitigate this vulnerability further would be to conduct a detailed fault study with any 

neighboring utility in which OOS protection is required and determine an appropriate setting for 

the 50Q2 and 50G4 elements. 

 The second known vulnerability with this OOS protection scheme was mentioned briefly 

during the analysis of Test K.  This vulnerability is that a very slow unstable power swing 

(approximately ≤ 0.25 Hz) needs to be coordinated with the overall override timer (PCT13PU) of 

40 cyc.  As mentioned under the analysis of Test K, if the Z2P element is large enough (possibly 

up to the inner blinders) the possibility of the overall override timer (PCT13Q) expiring while the 

impedance is still inside the inner blinder and Z2P increases for very slow power swing rates.  If 

the PCT13Q element asserts while the impedance is inside the inner blinder for longer than 40 

cyc and is inside either the Z1P or Z2P elements reaches, the Z1PT and Z2PT elements would 

cause the OOS logic to issue a trip. 

 This known vulnerability is a result of the PCT13PU timer being set to 40 cyc.  The 

overall override timer provides the OOS protection more dependability in the area of ensuring a 

correct operation should a fault (either three-phase or unbalanced) occur on the protected line 

during a power swing and the unbalance supervision and the UBOSB supervision fails in which 

case the PCT13Q element ensures the OOS protection logic issues a trip should the impedance 

remain inside the either of the Z1P and Z2P elements reach.  The dependability of the PCT13Q 

element results in a slight trade-off in the security area of the OOS protection logic incorrectly 

issuing a trip for the assertion of Z1PT and Z2PT.  In this case, the desired trip location 

(referenced to impedance locus) is upon the impedance exiting the outer blinder.  There is a 

significant gain in the dependability category by keeping the PCT13Q element in the OOS logic 

compared to removing it.  The increase in dependability is specific to the PCT13Q element acting 

as the “backstop” of the OOS logic for issuing a trip for a fault on the system during a power 

swing (stable or unstable) should the other precautionary parts of the logic fail (specifically the 

unbalance detection of PSV12 or the UBOSB element).  The loss in security by keeping the 

PCT13Q element in the OOS protection logic is the result of the possibility of the Z1PT or Z2PT 

elements issuing a trip during an unstable power swing condition at an impedance location that is 

undesirable.  Specifically, the desired trip location (referencing the impedance locus) for an 

unstable power swing trip is upon the impedance exiting the outer blinder.  If this scenario occurs, 

the trip would be issued within the Z2P element reach and would be close to exiting the inner 

blinder (Figure 6.17 shows that at the time the PCT13Q element asserts the impedance is 
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approximately 87% of the way through the inner blinder).  Considering that there are OOS 

philosophies that issue OST upon exiting the inner blinder, the dependability trade-off for 

security, in this case, is a desirable one.  The Z2P reach does not typically have much flexibility 

and increases proportionally with the length of the transmission line.  Protection engineers should 

be aware that this vulnerability grows proportionally with the reach of Z2P as well as the distance 

in ohms between the resistance blinders of X6ABC. 

 The third and last known vulnerability relates to the misoperation that occurred in 2016 

and how an event similar to this could cause another unwanted OST for a non-OOS condition.  If 

a similar impedance profile to the March 2016 event occurs on the system but is a balanced fault 

instead of an unbalanced fault, the protection system would incorrectly issue an OST.  There is 

currently no part of the OOS logic to ensure a proper level of security for this scenario.  Three-

phase faults are the rarest fault of the four different types of shunt faults making up less than 1% 

of observed shunt faults (Glover, Overbye and Sarma, Power System Analysis and Design 2015) 

and of the 1% of those three-phase faults, the majority of those faults are bolted faults (i.e., no 

fault resistance) which means that the impedance locus of a three-phase bolted fault does not 

likely wander around the R-X plane similar to the SLG fault observed in the March 2016 event.  

Furthermore, a typical evolving three-phase fault impedance trajectory moves across the R-X 

impedance plane similar to a power swing impedance trajectory, thereby avoiding the 

vulnerability of incorrectly issuing an OST due to a fault impedance entering through the 

reactance blinders which is what caused the incorrect relay trip for the March 2016 event.  

Another factor that limits the possibility of a similar misoperation is that the impedance locus for 

the fault must occur in a very short window (like the March 2016 misoperation), dwell for more 

than two cycles in between the inner and outer blinders, enter the inner blinder and then exit both 

blinders.  Given the necessary sequence of events to occur for this scenario to happen, there is a 

very low likelihood of this occurring and it is not a realistic scenario. 

 Despite the low probability of the occurrence of the above scenario it is necessary to be 

aware of the vulnerability.  Currently, there is no known way to protect against this scenario with 

the internal blinder logic available in the SEL-421-2 relay.  However, in the SEL-421-3 and 

newer versions, the firmware allows access to the individual resistance and reactance blinder 

relay bits where the same access does not exist in SEL-421-2.  SPS has been in communication 

with SEL to determine if a new firmware version may be made for the SEL-421-2 relay that 

would allow access to the individual resistance blinder bits.  If this firmware was to be created 

and then implemented in these SEL-421-2 relays, a modification to the logic could be made to 
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prevent this type of misoperation (assuming a three-phase fault did occur in the same manner as 

the March 2016 SLG fault) by supervising the OST logic with the resistance blinders (i.e., the 

impedance locus must enter through one resistance blinder and leave through the opposite 

resistance blinder for the relay to issue an OST).  

 It is impossible to know all the vulnerabilities that exist for the final OOS logic.  The 

vulnerabilities that are known have been mitigated as much as possible with a possible solution to 

eliminate the last known vulnerability.  These vulnerabilities are listed here for awareness should 

they prove to be an unacceptable risk in the future. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Contribution to the OOS Protective Relaying Body of Knowledge 
 The findings of this thesis after conducting the literature review are that there is limited 

information concerning OOS protection settings using traditional blinder technology for 

microprocessor relays. There are plenty of resources that describe how conventional blinder 

technology is used in OOS protection for transmission systems; however, there is not much 

technical guidance for creating OOS protection settings in microprocessor relays. 

 There are recommendations for OOS protection in the SEL-421 instruction manual.  

However, the guidance in this instruction manual is what was used in the previous SPS OOS 

protection scheme.  It would be beneficial for protection engineers to have a source to turn to 

when creating an OOS protection scheme for their respective systems for relays that are already 

in service. 

 There are currently two IEEE Power System Relaying and Control Committee (PSRC) 

working groups dedicated to creating reference documentation for protection engineers 

concerning OOS protection.  The first group is the IEEE-PSRC working group C29 (WG-C29) 

whose name is “Power System Testing Methods for Power Swing Blocking and Out-of-step 

Tripping” and is led by the Chair and Vice Chair, Heather Malson and Mike Kockott 

respectively.  The scope of WG-C29 is to, “Create a report on test instructions/parameters to 

accompany the PSRC documents Application of Out-Of-Step Protection Schemes for Generators, 

and Tutorial on Setting Impedance Based Power Swing Blocking and Out-of-step Tripping 

Functions on Transmission Lines, to aid the users in quality testing of their settings and systems 

when following the working group outputs which recommend testing of complex relay settings 

and systems (IEEE Power System Relaying and Control Committee 2018).”  This is a possible 

area within power engineering that might find contributions from this thesis useful. 

 The second IEEE-PSRC working group that is currently working on items that 

specifically relate to OOS protection is IEEE-PSRC WG-D29 whose name is “Tutorial on Setting 

Impedance-Based Power Swing Blocking and Out-Of-Step Tripping Functions on Transmission 

Lines (working group D29).”  The scope of WG-D29 is to, “Create a tutorial on setting 

impedance-based power swing blocking and out-of-step tripping functions related to transmission 

line applications. Specific relay settings examples are provided. Other methods of detecting out-

of-step conditions that exist are summarized and referenced but are not discussed in detail (IEEE 

Power System Relaying and Control Committee 2018).”   The Chair and Vice Chair of WG-D29 
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are Kevin W. Jones of SPS and Normann Fischer of SEL respectively.  Jones was also an integral 

part of this thesis work.  As the chair of WG-D29, Jones stated of the testing plan developed and 

implemented for this thesis, “The testing performed as part of this thesis will directly influence 

the output of IEEE working group D29 (K. W. Jones 2018).”  

 As a result of this thesis, work is continuing at SPS to document the third vulnerability 

listed in the “Known Vulnerabilities and Possible Improvements to the OOS Logic” section of 

this thesis to request a firmware update from SEL that would allow access to the individual 

blinders (specifically the resistance blinders) in order to eliminate this specific vulnerability in the 

OOS protection logic presented in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER IX 

Conclusion 
The goal of this thesis was to solve the vulnerability of OOS relay protection that existed 

on the SPS power system by making it as dependable and reliable as possible using the 

conventional blinder technology that is available in the protective relays that are in place in many 

of the locations within the SPS power system that require OOS relay protection. 

Before any of the project-specific work and results was detailed in this thesis, the basics 

and principles of power swings were discussed.  This included the differences between a stable 

and unstable power swing, the damaging effects of not separating systems that are OOS, the 

problems that may result from tripping for a stable power swing and why that is not desirable, 

why power swings are almost exclusively a balanced three-phase phenomenon and how a power 

swing looks on the power transfer curve.  Brief overviews of the Swing Equation and the Equal 

Area Criterion were discussed for understanding at a high level what happens to the generators 

during a power swing. 

Once the basics of power swings and the OOS condition were discussed, the relay power 

swing detection fundamentals and objectives were covered.  This included a brief explanation of 

line relay protection and how this must be coordinated with OOS relay protection, a description 

and analysis of the voltage and current profiles seen by the protective relay during a power swing, 

and how the relay calculates the impedance of a power swing and what a power swing profile 

looks like on the R-X impedance plane.  The primary functions that are necessary for OOS 

relaying were discussed from including OST, OSB or PSB, and OSRB and the role each of these 

functions plays within the overall OOS protection scheme functionality.  The NERC regulations 

pertaining to OOS relay protection were analyzed which lead to the description of the terms 

related to reliability as it pertains to protective relaying:  dependability and security.  The 

definition of these terms highlighted the opposing nature of dependability which is the assurance 

that the protective relaying equipment always operates to clear the fault for which they are 

designed to protect and security which is the assurance that the protective relay does not issue an 

unnecessary trip for a condition in which it is not supposed to trip. 

The motivation for a new power swing protection philosophy, namely the March 2016 

misoperation, was discussed and analyzed.  During this analysis, the SPS SPE misoperation 

report was referenced because this was the starting point in the logic for this.  The 
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recommendations of this report were discussed before the final offered OOS philosophy was 

presented in the following sections. 

 The development of the final OOS protection scheme is the heart of the work for this 

thesis, specifically the development of the OOS protection logic that was created for this project.  

However, before the preponderance of the custom logic that was developed, it was necessary to 

go through the blinder calculations.  The process for these calculations was already effective and 

did not contribute significantly to the body of work presented in this thesis. As mentioned earlier, 

the crux of the work for this thesis is the custom logic has been developed for the new OOS 

protection philosophy at SPS.  An explanation of the functionality of the inherited logic was 

provided followed by an analysis of the problems and vulnerabilities that were discovered during 

the testing of that logic.  The solutions to the issues found were presented and then shown to be 

implemented in the final version of the OOS protection logic that is now in service at SPS.  A full 

explanation of each part of the OOS protection logic was provided at the end of this discussion. 

 Following the discussion of the finalized OOS relay logic was a thorough analysis of the 

relay logic performance against the battery of tests that were rerun.  Of the 24 tests that were run, 

12 were selected for analysis to reflect the success the finalized OOS logic had against the tests 

ran.  Each test was analyzed with that specific test’s relay event oscillographic data and 

impedance profiles graphically depicted on the R-X impedance plane. 

 An analysis of the known vulnerabilities and coordination concerns followed the 

discussion of the testing results of the final OOS protection logic.  This section provides analysis 

of the three known vulnerabilities that exist in the final OOS protection philosophy.  The first 

vulnerability related to the unbalance detection element and how it could prevent the OOS 

protection scheme from operating for an unstable power swing.  The second known vulnerability 

is that a very slow unstable power swing (approximately ≤ 0.25 Hz) needs to be coordinated with 

the overall override timer.  The third known vulnerability related to the misoperation the occurred 

in 2016 and how an event similar to this could cause another unwanted OST for a non-OOS 

condition.  Along with these known vulnerabilities, some recommendations were given to protect 

against these known vulnerabilities. 

 Lastly, a consideration of how this thesis work might contribute to the power system 

protection engineering body of knowledge was pondered by looking at some of the actions 

currently in process at SPS to develop a further modification to the final logic presented here that 

includes a more secure and dependable scheme that would require a firmware upgrade from the 
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relay vendor.  The direct impact of the testing methods developed for this work on the IEEE-

PSRC WG-D29 (tasked with creating a tutorial on how to set OOS settings) was mentioned and 

how this work could prove to be useful for the IEEE-PSRC WG-C29 (Power System Testing 

Methods for Power Swing Blocking and Out-of-step Tripping). 

 The knowledge, problems, and technology associated with OOS relaying continue to 

change and evolve.  The use of conventional OOS blinder technology continues to be used as it 

can be implemented in technology dating back to electromechanical and solid-state relays.  

Hopefully, the OOS relay logic developed for this project advances the techniques used in OOS 

relay protection using conventional blinder technology. 
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Appendix 

 

Test Test Description Desired Test Result

Desired 
Outcome 

Achieved? Test Result Comments

A
Apply 2-slip cycle unstable power swing just UNDER the 
3 Hz threshhold.

Relay correctly OST trips for 
unstable power swing. Yes

B
Apply 2-slip cycle unstable power swing just OVER the 3 
Hz threshhold.

Swing is too fast, so relay trips on 
Z1PT. Yes

C

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2 to test zone 
blocking logic.

OST logic asserts; Z1 and Z2 trip 
does not occur until UBOSB 
asserts.  Z1PT trip occur. Yes

D

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2 to test zone 
blocking logic.

OST logic asserts; Z1 and Z2 trip 
does not occur.  OST occurs 
when X7ABC is exited. Yes

Removed UBOSB from PSV12 variable to isolate for this 
test ONLY.

E

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2 to test zone 
blocking logic.

OST logic asserts; Z1 and Z2 trip 
does not occur until 40 cycle 
overall override timer (PCT13Q) 
asserts.  Z1PT trip occurs. Yes

Removed UBOSB from PSV12 variable to isolate for this 
test ONLY.

F

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z2 to test zone blocking 
logic.

OST logic asserts; Z2 trip does 
not occur until 40 cycle overall 
override timer (PCT13Q) asserts.  
Z2PT trip occurs. Yes

Removed UBOSB from PSV12 variable to isolate for this 
test ONLY.

G

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2.  Apply a B-C 
fault at 90 degrees (just before the swing enters the outer 
X7ABC blinder).

Relay correctly trips on Z1PT 
when swing when B-C fault 
enters Z1P mho. Yes ALL PSV12 elements in service for this test.

H

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2.  Apply a B-C 
fault at 170 degrees (after the swing has entered the 
inner X6ABC blinder).

Relay correctly unblocks-the-
block of Z1 and Z2 and trip on 
Z1PT when swing with B-C fault 
enters Z1P mho. Yes ALL PSV12 elements in service for this test.

H1

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2.  Apply a B-C 
fault at 170 degrees (after the swing has entered the 
inner X6ABC blinder).

Relay correctly unblocks-the-
block of Z1 and Z2 and trip on 
Z1PT when swing with B-C fault 
enters Z1P mho. Yes ALL PSV12 OUT-OF-SERVICE except 50Q2 for this test.

H2

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2.  Apply a B-C 
fault at 170 degrees (after the swing has entered the 
inner X6ABC blinder).

Relay correctly unblocks-the-
block of Z1 and Z2 and trip on 
Z1PT when swing with B-C fault 
enters Z1P mho. Yes ALL PSV12 OUT-OF-SERVICE except 50G4 for this test.

H3

Apply stable power swing just UNDER the 3 Hz 
threshhold that dwells within Z1 and Z2.  Apply a B-C 
fault at 170 degrees (after the swing has entered the 
inner X6ABC blinder).

Relay correctly unblocks-the-
block of Z1 and Z2 and trip on 
Z1PT when swing with B-C fault 
enters Z1P mho. Yes ALL PSV12 OUT-OF-SERVICE except 32QF for this test.

I
Apply stable power swing just OVER the 3 Hz threshhold 
that dwells within Z2, but outside X6ABC. No trip occurs. Yes Z2 extended from 2.2 ohms to 8 ohms for this test.

J

Apply stable power swing just OVER the 3 Hz threshhold 
that dwells within Z2, but outside X6ABC.  Apply a B-C 
fault at 35 degrees. Relay issues a Z2 trip. Yes Z2 extended from 2.2 ohms to 8 ohms for this test.

K
Apply 2-slip cycle unstable power swing with a 0.25 Hz 
slip rate.

Relay correctly OST trips for 
unstable power swing. Yes

The overall override timer timed out and un-blocked PLT10, 
which would have allowed Z1PT and Z2PT to have tripped if 
they were asserted.  Z1PT and Z2PT had both dropped out 
since the swing had passed both.  The philosophy for setting 
the overall override time delay should be to set it 5-cycles 
greater than the time it takes to enter one side of the inner 
blinder and leave the other side of the inner blinder for the 
slowest anticipated unstable swing rate.  The slowest 
average observed slip rates during the 2008 SPS separation 
event were around 0.25 Hz.  We will use 0.25 Hz for the 
slowest anticipated unstable swing rate.

L
Run actual event COMTRADE of March 2016 event 
through FINAL settings with original reactance blinders. No trip occurs. Yes Extended reactance blinders to 25 secondary Ohms

Table of Complete Test Results for the SEL-421
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